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Display removed during early hours 
National Coming Out Weekend display of triangles and pride slogans removed in error 
Jen Edwards 98. Sarah Davison 98. Melissa U'Sage 98 and ZocLawson 98 (left to 
Inside 
Bates community works for National Coming Out Weekend. Patrick Serengulian photo 
By KERI ANNE FOX 
News Editor 
People walking across the quad at 
about 2 a.m. Thursday morning saw an im¬ 
mense display of multicolored triangle flags 
and a visual smorgasbord of chalkings that 
proclaimed queer pride, celebrated diversity 
and asked some tough questions of pass- 
ersby. 
People walking across the quad at 
about 8 a.m. the same morning, they saw a 
connect-the-dot collection of blurry, watered- 
down splotches. 
The reasons for what happened be¬ 
tween the hours of 2 a.m. and 8 a.m. is still 
confusing. Some questions have been an¬ 
swered, satisfactorily or not, and others are 
still unanswered. 
■ National Coming Out Day and the quad 
display 
The quad display was a part of a three- 
day event commemorating National Coming 
Out Day, which officially began yesterday. 
Events will continue through Saturday. 
Twelve organizations, including Gay 
Lesbian Bisexual Alliance, New World Coa¬ 
lition, Women of Color, Women’s Action Coa¬ 
lition and the Bates Democrats formed a coa¬ 
lition in conjunction with the students in Po¬ 
litical Science 298: Sexuality and the Politics 
“I don’t understand 
why maintenance 
was called at 3 a.m. ” 
Jessica Brown ’98 
of Difference, to organize these events, bring 
awareness of gay issues to campus and cre¬ 
ate a safe environment for students to “come 
out” in. 
The New World Coalition (NWC) spon¬ 
sored the quad display as part of the week¬ 
end. 
The organization blueslipped the quad 
to set up a display. At this time, no one in the 
student activities office asked questions 
about the content of the display, and the NWC 
said only that they were putting up a display. 
pouring beer on the chalkings.” 
Once that was taken care of (there has 
not been much discussion of the resolution 
of this part of the evening), Branham received 
word via Security that there was no blueslip 
for the quad activities, and that there were 
depictions of penises and vaginas in front of 
Hathorn Hall and Lane Hall. 
Subsequently, Pelletier was contacted 
at home at 3 a.m. to remove the entire quad 
display by 8 a.m. He gathered a crew of 15 to 
help remove the display chalkings and tri¬ 
angles. 
An additional reason for the removal 
of the display was provided by an oral policy, 
which was news to the students during the 
Thursday morning meeting, that does not 
allow chalking on sidewalks or buildings. 
“The image they [the administration] 
wants to project of the campus is not one of 
chalking or graffiti,” said Pelletier, who spoke 
with students before the 11 a.m. meeting. 
Later, Brinda Tahiliani ’98, co-con¬ 
vener of Women of Color, told the adminis¬ 
tration that, “We’d [students organizing the 
even] rather they called us,” she said, be¬ 
cause there was a student clean-up commit¬ 
tee in place and the blueslip had names and 
telephone numbers of those people who were 
responsible for it. At least some of the Secu¬ 
rity officers knew who to speak to because 
Continued on Page 3 
The blueslip was authorized and the 
NWC proceeded to organize. 
■ What happened between 3 a.m. — 8 a.m. 
“Almost 75 people worked as many as 
three hours in the dark,” said Arthur 
Stamoulis ’98, coordinator of NWC. They 
gathered at the Ronj on Wednesday at 11 p.m. 
to get into groups, get chalk and discuss how 
they would decorate the quad. 
Although the majority of the chalking 
was located on the quad, it extended beyond 
that onto the library terrace and Frye Street, 
spilling over onto other sporadic spots 
around campus, including some walls. 
“The display consisted of a large num¬ 
ber of triangular pink sheets and extensive 
chalking,” Stamoulis said. 
What happened after that was sorted 
through during a meeting at 11 a.m. on 
Thursday. Twelve students who participated 
in the display set-up and Deans James Reese, 
Dan Ludden, Peter Taylor and Stephen Saw¬ 
yer, Director of the Physical Plant Pat Murphy 
and Custodial Coordinator Jeff Pelletier, and 
Associate Professor of Art Erica Rand and 
Associate Professor of Rhetoric Charles Nero 
attended the meeting. 
According to the administration, at 
approximately 3 a.m., Dean of Students E 
Celeste Branham, acting as the chair of the 
Hate Crimes and Bias Incidents Committee, 
received a phone call about some actions on 
Frye Street that were perceived as 
homophobic. 
According to Jessica Ripton ’00, there 
were “three or four guys down on Frye Street 
Busy this weekend? 
Check out the schedule for National 
Coming Out Weekend. News, Page 2 
Wanna Cold Drink!? 
Belly up to the bar in Forum. Turn to 
Page 6 
They’re not from Mass. 
Meet some international students in 
Features, Page 9 
Poet and Professor Emeritus 
John Tagliabue keeps pace with Bates 
Arts, Page 14 
Athletes of the week 
Are they football players? Read and see when 
you flip to Sports, Page 17 
Quote of the week: 
“It’s absurd to divide people into good and 
bad. People are either charming or tedious.” 
Oscar Wilde 
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News 
October Weekend plans 
advancing smoothly 
By TINA IYER 
Features Editor 
Bates has been working on issues of 
diversity for quite some time now, and ad¬ 
missions people have been given the task of 
dealing with the issue of diversifying the 
College. 
Students of color, students from non- 
U.S. geographic areas and foreign students 
don’t just arrive on the doorstep of Lindholm 
House and bang on the door to be let in — 
more often than not they need to be recruited. 
Thus 80 of these prospective students 
will visit the campus from Oct. 23 to Oct. 26, 
when Bates hosts the its nineteenth annual 
October Weekend. The Weekend is a three- 
day event when Bates opens its arms spe¬ 
cifically to students of color. 
“October Weekend is [Bates’s] way of 
giving [prospective students] the opportunity 
to visit a small, highly selective college to 
discover for [themselves] the benefits of a 
liberal-arts education,” reads the October 
Weekend pamphlet that is given prospective 
participants. 
“This [October Weekend] is one of 
many multicultural outreach and recruit¬ 
ment activities,” said Associate Dean of Ad¬ 
missions and Director of Multicultural Re¬ 
cruitment Carmita McCoy. “It’s a major one.” 
McCoy, with the help of Demisha Lee, 
assistant dean of admissions, the rest of the 
admissions staff, and student helpers Leo 
Willis ’98, Cue Ngo ’00, and Meera Malhotra 
’00, has been the coordinator of October 
Weekend since her arrival at Bates three 
years ago. 
■ October Weekend history 
The nearly two-decades old October 
Weekend has become a powerful force in re¬ 
cruitment, but its beginnings were humble. 
“From my understanding, it started 
when an African-American alumnus began 
bringing students up in his own car from New 
York and New Jersey,” said McCoy. 
Since then, October Weekend has 
taken many forms (“They tried it in Janu¬ 
ary,” said McCoy, “It didn’t work.”), but it has 
finally settled into a two- or three-day even 
at the end of October. 
■ Selection and invitation of prospective stu¬ 
dents 
The process begins over the summer, 
with the admissions staff sending out up to 
4,000 applications to prospective 
multicultural students. Word about October 
Weekend also spreads through alumni, cur¬ 
rent students, and programs such as Upward 
Bound. 
What follows is a mini-college applica¬ 
tion process for the prospective October 
Weekend student. The student returns the 
completed application with a copy of his or 
her transcript, letters of reference, and a 
mini-essay of why (s)he would like to par¬ 
ticipate in October Weekend. 
“We try to choose students who are 
interested in Bates, would be a good match 
for Bates, and who would increase diversity,” 
said McCoy. She stressed the importance of 
the last part of her statement. 
Admissions gets roughly 125 applica¬ 
tions, from which 80 students are chosen. Oc- 




students up in his 
own car from New 
York and New 
Jersey. ” 
Carmita McCoy, 
associate dean of 
admissions and director of 
multicultural admissions 
tober Weekend students come from all across 
the United States: California, Utah, Illinois, 
Missouri, Florida, Georgia, New York and 
some New England states. “There are even 
some from Maine,” McCoy said. 
The College pays for the transporta¬ 
tion of these students; a bus transports stu¬ 
dents from New York, New Jersey, Massachu¬ 
setts and NewHampshire to and from Bates. 
Students from farther away are flown into 
the Portland airport. 
Upon their arrival on campus, the stu¬ 
dents face a jam-packed schedule of activi¬ 
ties. 
“We try to maximize their time on cam¬ 
pus with a combination of admissions and 
financial aid information, academic informa¬ 
tion, and with opportunities to interact with 
students, faculty, administrators. And as 
best we can we try to cram that into three 
days,” McCoy said. 
October Weekend students are inter¬ 
viewed by admissions staffers and given the 
opportunity to speak with financial aid rep¬ 
resentatives. They meet the director of the 
Multicultural Center and the students of or¬ 
ganizations housed there. They also talk 
with faculty members and visit the OCS. 
Students also get time to socialize, 
watch athletic events, and tour Portland and 
the Lewiston-Auburn area. 
Of the students who participate in Oc¬ 
tober Weekend, generally 60 to 70 percent 
apply to Bates. Of those who apply and are 
accepted, 35 - 40 percent enroll. 
The result of October Weekend par¬ 
ticipant evaluations shows that “overwhelm¬ 
ingly, the program has been well-received,” 
McCoy said. 
■ Student participation helps make it work 
“This program could not be success¬ 
ful without student volunteers,” said McCoy. 
Meera Malhotra ’00, although not a 
participant in October Weekend herself, 
hosted two students during the weekend last 
year, and said she “felt it was a wonderful 
opportunity to increase diversity at Bates.” 
“The thing that I really like about Oc¬ 
tober Weekend is that it gives prospective 
students an opportunity to make a connec¬ 
tion with students here at Bates,” Malhotra 
explained via e-mail. “For students of color 
looking at an overview of Bates, it may not 
seem very appealing but a short stay in the 
Bates community may give them a very dif¬ 
ferent feeling.” 
Leo Willis ’98, another student coor¬ 
dinator, was an October Weekend student 
four years ago, and has been a volunteer for 
the program since he enrolled at Bates. 
Willis has travelled on the bus from New 
York City to Bates twice now, and he and 
will do it again this year. He said that it is 
important for him to be able to interact with 
the students he meets and “get them to take 
Bates seriously.” 
Willis emphasizes the need for these 
students to understand the good and the bad 
of all of their college choices, weigh their op¬ 
tions, and then make an educated decision. 
The value of October Weekend is im¬ 
measurable for Bates as a school that is try- 
ingto increase diversity, accordingto Willis. 
“It’s kind of empowering for non-white Bates 
students to see their numbers increased in 
one weekend,” he said. 
Affirmative 
Action office 
begins brown bag 
lunches 
By CHRISTINE HOPKINS 
Staff Writer 
Most Bates students took little notice 
when author of “The Lecherous Professor: 
Sexual Harassment on Campus” arrived on 
campus last month. 
Professor Billie Dzeich’s speech on 
consensual relationships and harassment 
launched the Affirmative Action Office’s first 
brown-bag lunch discussion of the school 
year. Many students, especially first-years, 
were unaware of Dzeich’s speech and these 
forums for dialogue on all concerns about 
Bates because notices were not distributed 
to student mailboxes. 
Director of Affirmative Action Joanna 
Lee explained that the lunch discussions are 
not “an affirmative action workshop” in that 
the topics are not limited to race and gender. 
Lee said,“even the construction wak¬ 
ing people up and making it hard to work” 
would be fair game. In the past, both stu¬ 
dents, faculty, and outside guests have lead 
sessions on such topics as heritage and class. 
The highlight of one discussion, ac¬ 
cording to Lee, was finding out that, “Jeff 
Peltier, now the supervisor of custodians, was 
a flautist taking lesson from a famous New 
York musician.” The realization made par¬ 
ticipants think about how they categorized 
and treated custodial staff. 
The first session of the year will be 
held October 21. Joanna Lee said that “we 
can’t get all students to take sessions on gen¬ 
der and cultural diversity because that is not 
mandated by law.” 
The key to overcoming these problems 
seems to be in keeping conversations per¬ 
sonal and real. While in college, Joanna Lee 
protested the use of Ralph Ellison’s 
work“Invisible Man” to generate discussion 
about race. 
“When they changed the book to Maya 
Angelou’s ‘I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings,’ 
there was much more discussion on women 
and many topics,” she said. 
Lee said she hopes to keep such dis¬ 
cussions alive at Bates because “if you don’t 
talk about [hard topics], they fester.” 
In these manners, the Affirmative Ac¬ 
tion Office begins the new year with the goals 
of generating participation, listening, and 
garnering respect with regard to issues con¬ 
cerning Bates. 
The next lunch discussion is scheduled 
for Wed., Nov. 19, from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. Any¬ 
one interested in leading the discussion and 
choosing a topic should call Lee in the Affir¬ 
mative Action office. 
Coming Out Weekend designed to raise awareness of sexuality issues 
By BRIDGET HUBER 
Staff Writer 
In order to promote awareness of gay, 
lesbian and bisexual issues in the Bates com¬ 
munity several student groups are sponsor¬ 
ing National Coming Out Weekend October 9 
through October 11. These events will pro¬ 
vide members of the Bates community with 
a chance to learn about and celebrate issues 
of sexuality. 
“The purpose of National Coming Out 
Weekend is, “to increase the awareness of 
gay rights and to celebrate,” said Carrie 
Delmore ’00, one of this weekend’s organiz¬ 
ers. 
Friday, October 10,1997 
12:15-12:45 PM: Commons Room 10 - Chap¬ 
lains office showing “Maybe We’re Talking 
About a Different God: Homosexuality and 
the Church” 
2PM-5PM: GLBA office/2nd Floor Chase Hall 
- GLBA office hours 
4PM-7PM: Information Tables Outside of 
Commons 
4PM: Dana 119 - Movie: Improper Conduct 
sponsored by Solidaridad Latina 
6PM: Olin 105 - Movie: The Wedding Ban¬ 
quet 
7PM: Carnegie 204 - Movie: Edward n 
7PM: Olin 104 - Movie: Jeffery 
8PM: Olin 105-Movie:BlackIs...BlackAint 
9PM: Olin 104 - Movie: Go Fish 
Midnight: Coming Out Day Parade and Dem¬ 
onstration - Accompanied by 
possible Drag Queens, Want-To-Be Drags, 
and Queer Supporters: Meet @ the After Pa¬ 
rade: Coffee/Dessert Reception Inside 
Multicultural Center 
sponsored by Women of Color. BBQ Outside 
Multicultural Center sponsored 
by Sangai Asia 
Saturday, October 11,1997 
2PM-4PM: FORUM concerning Queer Issues: 
91.5 WRBC, sponsored by WRBC 
10PM-2PM: Party - Liberation with DJ Renee — 
ne held in Skelton-Hirasawa 
Lounges in Chase Hall- Proceeds of the party 
will go to Gay and Lesbian 
Organizations in Maine 
* The Quad Pride Exhibit is happening all day 
sponsored by the New World Coalition 
* Chase Hall Walls Exhibit 
Events sponsored by The Bates Democrats, 
GLBA, New World Coalition, Sangai Asia, 
Solidaridad Latina, Women’s Action Coa¬ 
lition, Women of Color, WRBC 
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Chalkings made with pride are deconstructed 
Continued from Front Page 
they had been working at the time the dis¬ 
play was going up. 
By the time Trevor Goodyear ’99 left 
Pettigrew after working all night on a paper, 
the display was gone. “I came by the library 
at 7:30 [a.m.] and they were cleaning there, 
and they said that they had been out there 
since before light cleaning up everything. I 
don’t know why.” 
■ Administrative response 
Sawyer opened the meeting by agree¬ 
ing that the way the incident was handled 
was erroneous and told the attending stu¬ 
dents what was being done to rectify it and 
spoke of “two phases of responsibility,” to 
deal with the incident. 
He also said he was “feeling a little 
under the gun in terms of timing,” as it was 
11 a.m. and it had been earlier agreed be¬ 
tween students and administration that stu¬ 
dents would go about reconstructing the dis¬ 
play at 12:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. 
The question which had to be an¬ 
swered by 12:30 p.m. was what could and 
could not be reconstructed. 
During this first phase of resolving the 
situation brought about by the removal of the 
display, the triangle sheets were returned to 
the students as, technically, they were al¬ 
lowed to be erected and were taken down 
only because a blueslip could not be found. 
At this time, Sawyer told students, “We’ve 
got some cash to compensate for the invest¬ 
ing in chalk supplies.” 
Sawyer also informed students that 
the deans had tried to reach the College’s 
president, Donald Harward, for permission 
to send out an allcampus voice mail message 
asking for help in reconstructing the display. 
Failing in this effort, they spoke to the Dean 
of Faculty Martha Crunkleton, who approved 
of the telephone message. 
“This is an exception, a significant 
exception, to the use of the telephone,” said 
Sawyer. General policy is that campus-wide 
voice mail is only to be used in case of imme¬ 
diate emergencies. One student at the meet¬ 
ing did, however, point out that all-campus 
voice mail messages are used to announce 
Convocation. 
In addition to the voice mail, Printing 
and Mailing Services worked on flyers an¬ 
nouncing the same message. An e-mail was 
sent to all faculty members. 
All of these methods cited “a series of 
administrative miscommunications,” that led 
to the removal of the display. They asked for 
“members of the entire community... to as¬ 
sist in the rebuilding of the display.” 
When Meg MacDougal ’00 said that “I 
think that for the future, we need a public 
apology,” Sawyer cut in with, “That’s phase 
two.” 
■ The blueslip 
During the 11 a.m. meeting, Taylor said 
that “the blueslip was initiated through my 
office and we assume responsbility,” for not 
getting it to Maintenance. He said that with 
the high number of blueslips that go through 
the office, mistakes do happen. 
allowed, what explained previous incidents 
in which chalkings were left up. Examples 
were brought up of sports teams unerased 
chalkings of game times and of Discordians 
decorating the front of Hathorn. This was 
presented as a major inconsistency with pre¬ 
senting “no chalking” as a policy. 
“We’ve [the Discordians] chalked be¬ 
fore and it stayed for a week until it rained! ” 
exclaimed Sarah Davison ’98. 
Murphy firmly added that regardless 
of these incidents chalking was not allowed 
and was to be removed when discovered. 
Regardless, the response to Nero’s 
question, “Is there any official policy [deal- 
ingwith chalking],” the answer from the ad¬ 
ministration was “No.” 
Another issue raised by a student at¬ 
tendee was that the implication was that 
“there was an emergency situation to ‘get 
down all this gay stuff.’” 
“You completely annihilated the [dis¬ 
play] on this campus. It’s all gone.... It pre¬ 
sents a very strong statement against gay 
pride,” said Rachel Simons ’98. 
Towards the end of the meeting, chalk¬ 
ing was brought up again as many students 
claimed that, “We did everything right, how 
can this be a mistake?” On this basis, they 
asked that they be allowed to reconstruct the 
entire display, including the chalkings — 
especially considering there was no written 
policy prohibiting it. 
The response was, “The display could 
be constructed without the chalkings,” said 
Reese. 
Finally, a hypothetical question was 
asked by one student, “If people were to 
chalk, I won’t, but if people do, will mainte¬ 
nance be called to remove it?” 
After affirming that the student clean¬ 
up crew still existed, the meeting ended with 
no direct answer to the question. 
■ The result 
What angers many people, students, 
staff and administration alike, is that Physi- 
A large part of the chalking issue 
was precedent — if there was no chalking 
Students and faculty advocate lifestyle respect and safe spaces. 
Taylor also said that “chalking has 
never been condoned.” He also suggested 
that if the students running the event had 
informed the CSA office, through which 
blueslips are obtained, of the content of the 
display they would have been informed of the 
policy, oral as it is. 
The other administration members 
echoed this sentiment throughout the dura¬ 
tion of the meeting. 
“I’m not understanding why we have 
to disclose [what the contents of the display 
were],” said Jessica Brown ’98. “It raises 
some serious First Amendment questions.” 
“You don’t have to tell us what you 
plan,” Taylor said in response. But he reiter¬ 
ated that if the CSA office had been informed 
of what was planned, the people in this of¬ 
fice would have been able to tell the student 
organizers oral policy before they put all the 
work into the display. 
■ Maintenance’s involvement 
Patrick Serengulian photo 
cal Plant workers were called in from home 
at 3 a.m. to clear the display. 
“I don’t understand why Mainte¬ 
nance was called at 3 a.m.,” said Brown. 
That question was never answered. 
Considering that a student clean-up 
plan was in place, Maintenance’s involve¬ 
ment was unnecessary. Because they were 
involved, someone had to pay for the three 
hours of time and a half overtime for the 
fifteen workers who removed the display. 
The dean’s office will be picking up that 
tab, although at first it was debated be¬ 
cause, technically, the organization whose 
name is on the blue slip receives any ex¬ 
tra charges. 
“That’s one of the ironic products of 
this country club for students,” said Rand, 
speaking of Maintenance being called in¬ 
stead of the people who were responsible 
for the display. 
■ Chalking good or evil 
A person walking through the quad 
this afternoon saw a quad colored with 
people and chalk drawings. These people 
were working on their own, with no organi¬ 
zational affiliations since it was against col¬ 
lege policy to chalk the sidewalks. There 
were students, some who helped the night 
before and others who helped because, “some 
of my best friends are straight,” said Kelly 
Ogden-Schuette ’00. There were professors 
who helped because, “I got the [e-mail] mes¬ 
sage. ... my students told me about it, I just 
came to help,” said Lecturer Feng Lui as he 
hung a pink triangle asking “Have you 
hugged a queer today?” on the wall of 
Hathorn Hall. 
The administration is currently mak¬ 
ing plans for both a public apology and to 
work with students to create a policy about 
publicity and use of public spaces on cam¬ 
pus. 
While the original chalking “was all 
about being proactive and celebration, today 
[Thursday] was defensive, it was about 
survival,’’said Stamoulis. 
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Staff Writer 
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at: 
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Italy - The earth trembles anew in Italy. 
A new earthquake hit central Italy last 
Friday and measured 5.1 on the Richter 
scale. The epicenter was situated at Ombrie. 
The Basilica of Assise was newly damaged. 
Victim numbers are not yet reported. 
In the same week two more earth¬ 
quakes were recorded in the same region 
killing 11 people. 
Amsterdam 
The diplomatic heads of the ‘Five’ rati¬ 
fied, in the Netherlands, at the Royal Palace 
of Amsterdam, a revised version of the 
Maastrict Treaty, rebaptised the treaty of 
Amsterdam. The treaty will go into effect in 
1999 in conjunction with the introduction of 
the ‘Euro’. 
USA 
The Nobel Prize for medicine was 
given, last Monday morning, to the Ameri¬ 
can Stanley B. Prusiner. 
The award was given due to his re¬ 
search regarding prions, a new biological 
agent of infection. Stanley Prusiner, age 55, 
is a neurologist at the University of Califor¬ 
nia. The institute of Karolinska, in 
Stockholm, emphasized that his Nobel work 
has contributed to a better understanding of 
Alzheimer’s but also to the ‘Mad Cow’ dis¬ 
ease. 
Algeria — No truce in Algeria. 
Six students, ages 12-15, and their 
chauffeur were assassinated last Sunday 
morning in Algeria near Blida in an ambush 
held by Islamic Armies. 
The attack comes at the end of a mur¬ 
derous week-end that has cost the lives, since 
last Thursday, of more than a hundred of ci¬ 
vilians who have had their throats cut, been 
mutilated, or decapitated in the regions of 
Oran, Bouinan, and Medea, according to 
press-released statistics. 
Serbia 
The electors of Serbia and 
Montenegro, the two republics of the Yugo¬ 
slavian Federation, returned to the election 
booths last Sunday for a second go at their 
respective presidential elections. 
The first partial results were given 
Sunday evening to the young reformist Prime 
Minister Milo Djukanovic. He pulled ahead 
of the current president Momir Bulatovic, fi¬ 
delity ally to Belgrade. 
His probable victory, doubled by the 
eventual defeat of Zoran Lilic, constitutes a 
failure for Slobodan Milosevic, elected Presi¬ 
dent, in July, of the Yugoslavian Federation. 
Brazil — End of the papal visit in Brazil. 
John-Paul II returned to Rome last 
Sunday evening after a voyage of four days. 
Concluded in Rio, the Pope gave a mass for 
the people in favor of family values in a coun¬ 
try preparing to legalize abortion. Come to 
preside over the second Family World Meet¬ 
ing, the sovereign pontiff defended his tradi¬ 
tional stands of the Catholic Church, con¬ 
demning abortion and Divorce. 
Lebanon 
Two Israelian soldiers seriously 
wounded in an attack. 
The explosion of a bomb along their 
patrol route as they passed on a street in the 
Israeli-occupied zone of South Lebanon. 
The attack was claimed by Beirut in a 
communique of the Hezbollah (Party of God). 
Since the beginning of the year 68 Israeli 
soldiers were hurt in similar conditions in 
the region. 
Ireland 
Beginning of Negotiations in Northern Ire¬ 
land in Stormont, near Belfast. 
For the first time since 1921 Catholics 
and Protestants will attempt to make peace. 
Since mid-September Unionists and parti¬ 
sans of Sinn Fein have been found at the 
same table but this time to negotiate. The 
negotiations are set to conclude in mid May 
of 1998. They are aimed at a limited autoc¬ 
racy for the province that must come from a 
shared referendum between the North and 
South islands of Ireland. 
Bill Clinton reaffirmed his support to 
a permanent cease-fire of the IRA. 
North Korea 
Kim Jong-il elected head of Party. 
Last Wednesday, the son of the historic 
leader Kim II-sung was officially elected Sec¬ 
retary General of the Work Party of Korea. 
Kim Jong-il, age 55, has not yet been 
named President of North Korea, the post 
formerly occupied by his father before his 
death, in July, 1994. 
Scenes of gaiety were observed in the 
capital Pyongyang several hours after the 
announcement of the election of Kim Jong- 
il. 
INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD 
BUTLER UNIVERSITY 





Fully integrated study at British, Irish, 
Zealand and Australian universities 
FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER 
FULL YEAR • INTERNSHIPS 
Study Abroad Information Session 
Representative: Carolyn Watson 
Monday, October 13 
3:00 p.ia. 
Location: Hirasawa Lounge 
MEET: MILLY INGATE - ON. OF W. AUSTRALIA 
ALAN DAVISON - MURDOCH UNIVERSITY 
For further information pica*' contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus 
or the institute tor Study Abroad, Butler University. 4600 Sunset Avenue. 
Indianapolis. IN 46208. Tel: 517/940-9556... 800/858-0229 Fax: 517/940-9704 
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RA keeps it short 
By MATT EPSTEIN 
Staff Writer 
The RA meeting was a short one this 
week because of a change in agenda. The 
assembly planned to vote on selections for 
the various student-faculty committee vacan¬ 
cies, however, not enough students applied 
for the posts. 
The apparent apathy of members to¬ 
wards serving on committees caused Presi¬ 
dent Liam Clarke to warn that the RA was 
running the risk of forcing him and Vice- 
President Seth Garz to make the selections 
without the consent of the assembly. 
Clarke asked the members to avoid 
this situation and to sign up for the commit¬ 
tees, which the assembly will hopefully vote 
on next week. All students are eligible to ap¬ 
ply for these positions. 
The RA also voted to form an interim 
budget committee to handle the requests for 
discretionary funds from the RA budget. The 
returning members of last year’s committee 
were approved to handle these applications 
until a new budget committee is selected. 
A planned vote for the Parking Appeals 
Committee was delayed until next week to 
allow all candidates to be present. 
Next Monday, in addition to the park¬ 
ing vote and committee seatings, the RA will 
discuss a proposal for a Coffee House Over¬ 
sight Committee. The meeting will be at 7 
p.m. in Skelton Lounge. 
Why not be a member of the 
student government? 
Health Care Options: Self Help Clinic 
By JENNIFER GOOGINS 
Staff Writer 
The Health Center is opening a “Self 
Help Clinic” on Monday, October 20th. It will 
offer two separate areas. The first area will 
be a Cold Clinic that will allow students to 
quickly assess and treat themselves by fol¬ 
lowing an algorithm of written options and 
instructions. 
In the second area students may pur¬ 
chase condoms and other safer sex products, 
at cost {ie 12 condoms for $1.00}. Educa¬ 
tional information will also be available. 
Students may access the Self Help 
Clinic from 8:00a.m.-9p.m. There is no need 
to sign in at the Receptionist desk, just fol¬ 
low the signs to the second floor. 
A cure for the common cold continues 
to elude us. However, there are several over 
the counter medications and comfort mea¬ 
sures you can use to relieve symptoms and 
prevent complications. The following medi¬ 
cations and remedies are available at the Self 
Help Cold Clinic: 
■ Sudafed nasal decongestant 
■ Tylenol and Advil for headache, fe¬ 
ver, and throat discomfort 
■ Salt for salt water gargles 
■ Written information 
Other hints for aiding in recovery: 
■ Get enough sleep-it will help your 
body fight viruses and will probably help you 
feel better. 
■ Fluids-Drinking one glass of water 
per hour will give your body the water it 
needs to moisten dry and inflamed tissues 
and will help thin mucous. Warm liquids such 
as tea with honey can soothe a sore throat. 
(Yes, chicken soup really does help soothe a 
cold!) 
■ Humidifiers-They will keep your en¬ 
vironment and your airway moist. Just re¬ 
member to change the water daily to prevent 
further respiratory infections. 
■ Cough syrup-FDA review of over the 
counter cough syrups found that all lacked 
evidence of effectiveness. For dry coughs, a 
cough suppressant containing 
dextromethorphan may be helpful. 
STUDENTS 
SAVE 15% 
We are making traveling fun 
and affordable for students. 
When you travel anywhere on 
Vermont Transit Lines you 
will save 15% on your round 
trip ticket fare. 
( Student ID Required ) 
Register to win 1 of 2 
Roundtrip tickects to Boston, MA. 




MAIL IN OR DROP OFF 
South Station 
Logan Bus 
Six bus companies now provide a nonstop connection 
between Logan International Airport and the South Station 
Transportation Center In Boston's financial district. Through a 
new cooperative venture between Massport and the 
independent bus operators, the service is: 
Direct: through the new Ted Williams Tunnel 
Convenient: passengers can now choose 
scheduled service: 
From South Station - buses depart 
every 1&-30 minutes, Monday-Friday, 5:55 a.m. until 
9:15 p.m., and weekends and holidays, early bird at 
5:20 a.m., then.every 10-15 minutes from 6:30 a.m. 
until 9:00 p.m.,tlate bus at 10:15 p.m. 
From Logan Airport - buses depan 
every 15-30 minutes, Monday-Friday, 7:15 a.m. until 
•10:15 p.m., late bus at 11:15 p.m., and weekends- * 
and holidays, early birds at 6:25 a.m., 7:15 a.m. and 
8:00 a.m., then every 15 minutes from 8:45 a.m. until 
10:15 p.m., late bus at 11:15 p.m. 
Affordable: one flat rate: $6.00 each way 
Children under the age of 12 ride free. 
From South Station - Purchase a ticket 
at any participating carrier ticket counter for use on any 
one of the buses serving Logan Airport. Board buses at 
Gate 25. 
From Logan Airport - Board bus« 
thg.lpwer level bus stops at all terminals. (Look 
for the ‘South Station* sign in the bus windshield and 
oh terminal curbs.) Tickets are purchased from the driver 
upon arrival at'South Station. ^ 
Travel time is 15-30 minutes, depending ufron traffic 
conditions. 
VERMONT Co?;;: V?=r L^,! Aecnt at, 
TRANSIT LINES 
.216 Main Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
Phone: 782-0311 
While you have us on the phone,please ..inquire about 
our LOW PRICED, HIGH VALUE overnight stays in 
Boston, Mass, known as Independent Boston. 
http:/Avww.greyhourid.com . 
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Deans explain how sexual assault policy works 
By EMILY WINSETT 
Staff Writer 
Over the past two years, a change has 
occurred within the college with regard to 
its sexual harassment policies. The change 
was brought about by concerns of students 
that sexual assaults were not being reported 
to federal crime data and so, as a result, the 
confidential report system was installed in 
the school. 
Assault report forms are available 
from the Health Center. When filled out and 
returned, they are logged to crime statistics, 
without legal channeling. This change is a 
By CHRISTINE HOPKINS 
Staff Writer 
Former Clinton advisor Professor Pe¬ 
ter Edelman and Director of Maine Human 
Services Kevin Concannon came together to 
discuss poverty, welfare, and the nation’s at¬ 
titude toward these topics Monday evening 
in Chase Lounge. The symposium concern¬ 
ing welfare reform, sponsored primarily by 
the Bates Democrats, drew a crowd of about 
60 people. 
The debate, which was broadcast on 
Maine Public Radio, began with a speech by 
Professor Edelman, who resigned his post in 
Clinton’s administration after the signing of 
the 1996 Welfare Reform Act. Edelman fo¬ 
cused on the problems inherent in America’s 
attitude about the poor. He expressed his dis¬ 
appointment with the press for burying the 
fact that the newly released poverty levels 
for 1996 show 13.7 million people below the 
poverty line. Worse, the majority of this group 
earn half the poverty-line income. 
“good effort by the school to report the sta¬ 
tistics accurately” said Emily Kleinman ’98, 
co-coordinator of S.A.R.L. The fact that the 
reports are anonymous makes it easier for 
women to document their assaults because 
there is no longer the underlying fear of be¬ 
ing identified as a victim. 
Despite the confidentiality, women are 
still hesitant to report their assaults. Laura 
Shearer, Co-Coordinator of S.A.R.L., said 
that the hotline only gets six calls per year 
regarding sexual harassment, and even 
those calls are “more advice than emer¬ 
gency.” 
Edelman described the nation as wear¬ 
ing “rose-colored glasses on top of a blind¬ 
fold” in the area of welfare reform. The “huge 
amount of hype,” he referred to concerning 
the Welfare Reform Act’s success is blinding 
the government and media to three funda¬ 
mental problems of the reform. Firstly, pri¬ 
vate sector jobs are not guaranteed to be 
available after this time of economic pros¬ 
perity. Second, child care, transportation, 
and other secondary necessities for recipi¬ 
ents may not be provided. Lastly, certain un¬ 
employed individuals such as the disabled, 
the elderly, and their caretakers may not be 
in any condition to work. Edelman reminded 
Bates students that many different careers 
and volunteer opportunities are available to 
help the poor and to change policy. 
Next, Kevin Concannon, a member of 
the American Public Welfare Association 
advising President Clinton, addressed the 
issue of welfare politics within the state of 
Maine. He agreed with Edelman’s criticism 
of the reform act, especially the short time 
There are a vast number of resources 
available for assault victims both within and 
outside of the college. 
Stephen Sawyer, associate dean of stu¬ 
dents, said that the “goal of the school is to 
give students lots of different doors to knock 
on to get advice.” 
Within the school, students can dis¬ 
cuss the assault with the Health Center or 
take the event to the Student Conduct Com¬ 
mittee. The ruling by the S.C.C. “varies in 
each case, depending upon the particular cir¬ 
cumstances,” said Dean of Students F. 
Celeste Branham. 
limits for receiving welfare. Concannon 
pointed out that Maine ranks 34th in per 
capita income in the U.S. and therefore the 
human services department must find cre¬ 
ative and moralistic solutions to unemploy¬ 
ment and poverty. He praised Maine’s child 
care funding as “the most sweeping” in the 
nation, the placement of 6,000 people in new 
jobs, the higher cigarette tax, the rainy day 
fund, and supplementary income that help 
families who are not earning enough in mini¬ 
mum wage and low-hour jobs. 
During the question and answer ses¬ 
sion, Bates students and human service em¬ 
ployees questioned the speakers. The discus¬ 
sion centered around the Welfare 
Symposium’s call for better child care and 
health care, a stronger safety net for the un¬ 
employed, and political action to assure 
states get extensions and adequate aid in 
order to minimize the negative effects of the 
1996 Welfare Reform Act. 
Externally, students can report the in¬ 
cident to the police. It is important to note 
that the options are not exclusive. “In the 
majority of the cases,” said Branham, “stu¬ 
dents simply want to talk through their op¬ 
tions, not necessarily formalize a complaint.” 
This, however, is one of S.A.R.L.’s ma¬ 
jor frustrations. “People aren’t aware of their 
choices, which is not entirely S.A.R.L’s re¬ 
sponsibility,” Kleinman said. 
“We’re not supposed to teach, we’re 
supposed to help,” added Shearer. 
Kleinman said that “the school’s mak¬ 
ing a good effort to report statistics accurate 
to their knowledge.” 
One of the main frustrations that the 
deans office spoke about was the notion that 
the sexual assault reports are covered up for 
public relation purposes. That is “just not 
true,” said Sawyer. “First and foremost is the 
welfare of the individuals involved.” 
Students who are victims need to feel 
that their reports are confidential, which is 
why the resources available are confidential. 
As Branham comments, “our role is to give 
control back to the victim.” 
Edelman, Concannon give perspectives on welfare reform 
YOU DEMAND POWER, 
SPEED, AND MOBILITY. cash back* 
Color StyleWriter* 2500 
NOW $201** BEFORE REBATE 
Power Macintosh* 6500/250 
32/4GB/i2XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV 
L2/Zip Drive/Ethernet/Kbd 
NOW $2,338** BEFORE REBATE 
WANT SOME 







16/1GB/8XCD/L2/11.3” DSTN display 
Now $2,151** BEFORE REBATE 
cash back* 
Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook. 
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than 
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students 
are eligible for special cash rebates. 
*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus 
reseller today for complete details. 
Bates College Information Services 
110 Russell Street 
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-noon & 1:30-4:30 
Phone: 6376 • Fax: 6057 
e-mail: Computer_Sales@Bates.edu 
Power Macintosh* 5400/200 
32/i.6GB/i2XCD/Built-in display/Ethemet/Kbd 
NOW $1,727** BEFORE REBATE 
••Offer expires October 10.1997. O1997 Apple Computer, Inc AH rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac, Macintosh, Power8ook, Power Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. OneScanner and Quick Take aae Mdemarks of Apple Computer. Inc Apple mail-in 
rebate offer valid from July 12.1997 through October to. 1997. while supplies last and subject to availability. Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for further rules and details. All Macintosh computers are designed to be acceaMe to Individuals with disability. To learn more (U.S. 
only), call 800-600 7808 or TTY 800-755-0601. 
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Cold Drink! phenomenon hits Bates 
An inspired Cold Drink! connoisseur serves up a taste of the beverage 
By NILS VAN OTTERLOO 
Staff Writer 
Have you heard? There’s a new 
buzzword in party lore that’s sweepin’s this 
nation’s campuses, and it will not be denied! 
What am I talkin’ about Willis? I’m talkin 
about Cold Drink!, the postmodern aesthetic 
drinking experience that’s here now! 
In these days of rampant crackdowns 
by liquor-law enforcement officials, Cold 
Drink! offers salvation for those afflicted with 
the no-booze-blues. Allegedly, Cold Drink! 
has been known to cure various afflictions 
including; arthritis, rheumatism, the shakes, 
and the dreaded bump. It acts as an effec¬ 
tive pick-me-up for those with various de¬ 
pressive disorders ranging from mild 
anhedonia to the all encompasing, all pow¬ 
erful IT. It also serves as a convenient floor 
wax/buff/shine emolient for the inevitable 
after-party-cleanup-chore. Yes, if you got 
Cold Drink!, you gettin’ Cold Cocked tonight. 
The proto-genesis of the Cold Drink! 
phenom is murky. It arrived on the Bates 
campus through Cold Drink! Hall of Famer 
and WRBC personality Keith Gauger. Ac¬ 
cording to him, the vestments of Cold Drink! 
were bestowed upon him by one “Greg,” a 
particularly seedy and disingenuous charac¬ 
ter from Gettysburg University, which this 
reporter had the misfortune to make 
aquaintance with this summer. 
Gauger, who is naturally reticent, and 
especially so concerning what could become 
the most erumpent party accoutrement in 
living Bates history, had this statement to 
make about the nature of Cold Drink!, “Cold 
Drink! is a beverage which is equal parts cold 
and equal parts drink.” 
As if that were the half of it! 
A few helpful metaphors to engage 
your salivary and pituitary party glands: 
Cold Drink! is cold like a fire hydrant 
in a Lewiston Blizzard. 
Cold Drink! is orange like those vests 
road-crew people wear. 
Cold Drink! is krazzappy like Rokit 
Fuel Malt Liquor. 
Cold Drink! be like a groovin citroid in 
a mountain of mouth waterin malt 
milkdiscopop! 
There is truly no way to sum up the 
qualities which make that which it is what it 
is, but the aesthetic experience derived from 
a Cold Drink! can be likened to a postmodern 
found-art object: You may not know what it 
is, what it’s comprised of, nor even be able 
to wrap your conceptual understanding 
around its very name after only two or three 
of them, but you will be imgrooved by it. 
To get you informed as to what I mean 
by “Postmodern Drinking Experience,” allow 
me to describe Cold Drink!’s presentation 
values. 
Cold Drink!, when properly served by 
someone bestowed with the vestments of 
Cold Drink!, comes in a standard issue 
McDonald’s™ portable lOgallon juice con¬ 
tainer with spigot. It must be served in ac¬ 
companying McDonald’s™ cups for full 
postmodern effect to be achieved. Cold 
Drink!, when in full regalia, looks and tastes 
every bit as much like McDonald’s ™ orange- 
drink which you knew and loved as a child. 
But now you’re a grownup, right? A 
grownup with grownup tastes and responsi¬ 
bilities. So what are you gonna drink tonight, 
Mr. Harvey Wallbanger? Cold Drink! is the 
only name in alcohol imbibatory pleasure you 
need to know. 
Mr. Gauger, in collusion with the 
friendly people over in McDonald’s™ man¬ 
agement, is making plans to franchise this 
new concept in party accoutrement to quali¬ 
fied, inspired boozers at campuses country¬ 
wide. 
Those interested should inquire to Mr. 
Gauger, replete with physical fitness report 
and an essay of no more than 10 words say¬ 
ing why you feel you have the right stuff to 
bear the torch of Cold Drink! (illegibility 
counts; oh, and no modifiers of any sort. Of¬ 
fer does not apply to Benjamin Mini, as we 
can’t be losing our best customer). 
So let the call ring out to campuses far 
and wide: Cold Drink! is here to relieve the 
oppressed under-aged masses! Vivre le 
Boive Froide! Alcoholic bliss in a cup? Recently declassified photos of the secretive intoxicating beverage. Elizabeth Purinton photo 
Was freedom of expression stifled? 
Writer explores what deconstruction of Coming Out Weekend displays means 
By JOHN CONNORS 
Staff Writer 
“Freedom of expression is one of the 
fundamentally academic freedoms and Bates 
College strongly believes that all members 
of the college should be free to express them¬ 
selves on all issues. The fundamental right 
of freedom of speech is one which is guaran¬ 
teed and cannot be abridged arbitrarily at 
the whim of either a minority or a majority. 
Therefore the College will not condone be¬ 
havior designed to prevent, obstruct, or in¬ 
terfere with the activities and programs of 
the institution or its members.” The Bates 
College Student Handbook, 1995-1996, page 
13. 
On Wednesday evening members of the 
GLBA, our fellow students (myself included) 
and friends gathered to decorate and cover 
the Bates quad with chalk markings, post¬ 
ers and cloth triangles supporting gay free¬ 
dom and the gay community. 
The intention behind these images was 
one of community, learning, honesty and 
most importantly, love. They represented the 
voice of a minority group often times silenced 
and ignored by their mainstream hetero¬ 
sexual brothers and sisters. Important for 
the message they carried, and as evidence 
of the gay community’s existence, by 5 a.m. 
Thursday morning (barely six hours after 
having been put up), they had all been re¬ 
moved. All of them. 
Why? There are many answers. 
Answer one: I have heard (but not con¬ 
firmed) that the “chalking” of supportive slo¬ 
gans, sayings, etc. for the gay community (or 
any group) is in violation of an “oral” Bates 
policy that prohibits “graffiti.” As such, the 
chalkings were removed last night since they 
constitute graffiti. 
I have also heard that the chalkings 
that have since been made to replace the 
ones removed Wednesday night are also in 
danger of being removed under that same 
policy. I interpret this policy as one that is 
aimed at maintaining the image of Bates 
College as a “clean” and pretty place. 
Answer two: Some of the images cre¬ 
ated Wednesday night were considered “of¬ 
fensive” and were therefore unacceptable for 
display on the quad. I interpret this to mean 
that you cannot express yourself if it offends 
another person. 
Answer three: Last night, as a result 
of an (I believe) honest miscommunication, 
the administration, again in its efforts to 
maintain Bates’s image and prevent offen¬ 
sive images, removed them, not knowingthat 
the quad had been blue-slipped for that very 
purpose. In this answer, one assumes that 
the College was trying to enforce the policy 
of blue slipping, and thereby preventing the 
abuse of college policy. 
Answer four: We live within a private 
institution. As such, our First Amendment 
rights are subject to the interpretation and 
manipulation (within certain broad limits) of 
that institution. 
I find none of these reasons acceptable 
for the removal of materials from the quad 
Wednesday night and Thursday morning. 
The first answer (the unconfirmed oral 
Bates policy on graffiti) is irresponsible and 
an abuse of college powers. 
If this vague oral policy does in fact 
exist, and is being used to silence expres¬ 
sion on this campus, then Bates is a) not act¬ 
ing within the interests of a institution of 
higher education (i.e. fostering a community 
of open discussion), and b) is not protecting 
the exercise of freedom of expression. 
Bates has a responsibility to make rea¬ 
sonable policy designed to protect its legiti¬ 
mate interests as an institution of higher edu 
Continued on page 7 
Environmental Coalition tackles Dioxin 
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Any strings attached? 
Examining Ted Turner’s $1 billion gift 
By EMILY CLARK 
Staff Writer 
The Bates Environmental Coalition is 
currently working on a campaign for Totally 
Chlorine Free paper at Bates. The problem 
is that dioxin, a toxic chemical, is formed 
whenever chlorine and organic matter are 
used together in industrial processes. One 
of the largest producers of dioxin are paper 
mills that use chlorine bleaches in the paper 
making process. Dioxin is released into the 
environment and becomes more concen¬ 
trated as it travels up the food chain; thus, 
human exposure to dioxin occurs mainly 
through our daily consumption of food, par¬ 
ticularly fish, dairy products, and meat. Not 
only are we exposed, but we pass dioxin 
along to the next generation when nursing 
an infant, because dioxin tends to collect in 
the fatty tissue of breasts. 
The most severe health effects of di¬ 
oxin are on: reproduction, child development, 
and the immune system. Male reproductive 
disorders include decreased sperm count, 
reduced testosterone levels, and increased 
incidents of testicular cancer. Female repro¬ 
ductive disorders include decreased fertility, 
Continued from page 6 
cation and the individual exercise of free¬ 
dom of expression. 
The second answer (offensive images 
and slogans) is difficult to refute, yet never¬ 
theless unacceptable. The price of freedom 
of speech is putting up with all the voices out 
there — even the ones you deem offensive. 
Offensiveness, although uncomfort¬ 
able, and some would claim oppressive, is the 
price we pay for living in this nation with 
these freedoms. Abridging the First Amend¬ 
ment in the name of preventing offensiveness 
is unconstitutional and a destruction of the 
pluralistic forum for discussion and growth. 
The third answer (the issue of uphold¬ 
ing the blue-slipping policy) is also an unac¬ 
ceptable reason for the removal of materials 
from the campus. The issue is not whether 
or not the events and images were or were 
not blue-slipped (although they were); the 
issue is why an expression of freedom has to 
be blue-slipped at all. 
The fourth answer (Bates as a private 
institution may interpret our First Amend¬ 
ment rights) is also unacceptable. Bates is 
not above the freedom of expression simply 
due to the fact that it is a private institution. 
higher level of spontaneous abortions, and 
increased incidents of reproductive cancers 
such as vaginal/cervical cancer and breast 
cancer. Birth defects include lower intelli¬ 
gence, reduced birth weight, and impairmnet 
of the immune system. 
Dioxin is having a detrimental affect 
on the many Native-American tribes that 
depend on fishing for their livelihood, and 
must consume fish from the polluted waters 
of the Penobscot, Androscoggin and other 
rivers. Many tribes are suffering from in¬ 
creased cases of cancer. 
Fortunately, there are alternatives to 
the chlorine bleaching processes being used 
by many paper mills. Currently there are 55 
paper mills that produce totally chlorine free, 
high-quality bleached pulp. Our goal is for 
Bates to purchase and utilize Totally Chlo¬ 
rine-Free (TCF) and Secondarily Chlorine- 
Free (SCF) paper solely. The Environmental 
Coalition feels that this is a pertinent issue 
for Bates College, especially because we are 
located in a state which has many paper 
mills. Show your support for this action by 
signing a petition outside of Commons on 
Thursday night. 
And if Bates claims to be, then Bates is hypo¬ 
critical. 
Included in a memorandum from the 
Hate Crimes/Bias Incident Committee dated 
September 25,1997, concerning a connected 
issue was this excerpt: “We deplore the ac¬ 
tions of any individual or individual to tar¬ 
get any group on campus, to infringe upon 
that group’s first Amendment right to free 
speech, to damage their property, to devalue 
their efforts to offer support to others, to 
frighten and alarm members of the commu¬ 
nity who belongto any marginalized group.” 
The real issue here is whether or not 
we, as a campus, will allow a minority group’s 
actions (in this case the Bates gay/lesbian/ 
bisexual/transgender community) to be 
quashed under unreasonable positions and 
rhetoric. 
We live in a nation where your right to 
speak out is constitutional law. We live in an 
institution that claims to be one of higher 
education, and that shapes discourse and 
action. We live in an educational environment 
where discussion is imperative to learning. 
We live in an environment supposedly 
friendly to minority positions such as these. 
And yet our right to free speech is not a given, 
even here. 
By DAVID OMOM 
Staff Writer 
If you asked Warren Buffet, the 
burly super-rich investor, what he’d do 
with $1 billion, you’d probably get a wry 
smile and a slightly thoughtful look. But, 
if you ask a cash-strapped Batesie first 
year like myself what I’d do with that kind 
of money I probably would stare dumbly 
at you, and wish a thousand times, such 
an gift was in the offering just as it did 
two Thursdays ago. 
On September 18th, at the annual 
fundraising and awards dinner of the 




founder of global 
newsleader, 
Cable News Net¬ 
work (CNN) 
made a suprising 
announcement 
that stunned 
friends and foes 
alike. Standing 
to accept an 
award honouring 
his timeless services to the global organi¬ 
zation, the staunch pro-UN mogul made 
a record shattering donation of $1 billion 
to the United Nations that sent the gath¬ 
ering wheeling with misbelief and glee. 
Enroute to New York, Turner had 
apparently been reading about the appre¬ 
ciation of his stock in the giant Time 
Warner conglomerate, when the idea first 
occurred to him, “I thought hey, $1 billion 
is a good round figure?” he is reported to 
have told journalists after. With the most 
unexpected statement this year, the Mav¬ 
erick Media baron had recreated the his¬ 
tory of philanthropy. 
“It is a wonderful gesture and I 
hope a sign of things to come...” said the 
By ROB PELKEY 
Online Editor 
Every year, from Labor Day to 
Patriot’s Day, the campus of Bates College 
is transformed into a 100-acre academic 
pressure cooker. As the year gets under¬ 
way, the climate on campus shifs from a 
relaxed one typified by the wide-eyed ide¬ 
alism of the fresh new first-year class, to 
one reflecting the type of stress embod¬ 
ied in the thousand-yard stares of thesis- 
plagued seniors. Having metamorphosed 
by mid-October from their tanned and fit 
summer selves into a horde of undead 
sustained only by doses of caffeine large 
enough to kill several small woodland 
creatures, the students of Bates find 
themselves longing for a respite of any 
sort from the daily academic grind. 
Enter October Break. Accordingto 
popular legend, it was instituted to pre¬ 
serve students’ sanity after the stress of 
working straight through from Labor Day 
to Thanksgiving resulted in “a rash of sui¬ 
cides.” Though this was not the actual 
case - it was instituted as part of a 
broader reform of the academic calendar 
in 1981, which included cutting Short 
Term from six weeks to five - the general 
level of stress on campus come mid-Octo¬ 
ber, left unchecked, would no doubt result 
in a significant rate of burnout by the end 
of the term. 
Despite the genuine, demonstrable 
need for a recess at mid-semester, every 
year the same forces that create the 
stressful work climate during the term 
conspire to reduce October Break to sim- 
Secretary General fo the cash-strapped body, 
Mr. Koffi Annan, adding that he hoped it 
would inspire governments to pay up their 
dues, in a thin vieled critique to the obsti¬ 
nate US Congress, which continues to make 
the USA the single largest defaulter of UN 
monetary obligations. 
To the United Nations, this donation will un¬ 
doubtedly give it a new lease of life, from the 
verge of slow death it was imminently gravi¬ 
tation towards as a result of member 
countrieds, delaying in the payment of thier 
dues. 
But to skeptics and foes who will be 
digging deep for any secret motive, this is 
just the beginning of a long hunt for any hint 
of suspicion. The Economist cleverly sum¬ 
marized skeptics’ 
views when it asked 
whether we are just 
about to begin wit¬ 
nessing UN brokered 
peace truces bieng 
signed on CNN letter¬ 
heads. These ques¬ 
tions will linger on 
for sometime to 
come. 
If the donation is 
as clean as it appears 
to be, and whether Ted Turner will seek to 
exercise some behind-the-scene influence on 
UN policy perhaps to favour CNN or other 
business ventures he has stakes in are some 
of the observations that will need to be ad¬ 
dressed. 
To the skeptics, maybe we are just 
about to see UN peacekeepers obliged to 
wear CNN sweatshirts in wartime Bosnia or 
maybe the Atlantabased TV network will be 
the UN mouthpiece in the future. But, 
whether this becomes a reality or not is only 
a matter of time. 
Ted Turner left his legacy of having 
one of the greatest and largest charitable 
commitments ever, and how honest this was 
perhaps only history will tell. 
ply another time for academic work. Many 
professors give larger assignments than 
usual to be done over break, turning the long 
weekend - or at least a very intense Sunday 
at the end - into something more like the 
daily grind from which the break is supposed 
to provide relief. 
What good is a break when the vast 
majority of students find themselves find 
themselves unable to truly set aside their 
work, and instead feel the spectre of their 
unfinished studies hanging over their heads? 
At this point in the semester, a release of 
some type from the usual campus climate of 
stress and workaholism is deserved. This 
climate is oppressive enough as is during the 
year - why else do hundreds of Batesies, only 
two weeks after the holiday break, flee 
Lewiston in droves to hit the slopes on Mar¬ 
tin Luther King Day? Perhaps extending the 
break to a full week, allowing all concerned 
parties more time to both catch up on work 
and more fully unwind before resuming the 
year, would make October Break more like 
the break it is intended to be, and more than 
just a speed bump on the long drive from 
Labor Day straight through Thanksgiving. 
Meanwhile, we must all do what we can 
to ensure the sanctity of what little time we 
have left in the calendar for ourselves. To 
faculty: respect that a vacation is intended 
to be just that - enough said. And to stu¬ 
dents: unless you’re on academic probation, 
leave your books in Lewiston and go do some¬ 
thing relaxing. Don’t rob yourself of this rare 
opportunity to take some time off; as a wise 
burger-flipper once put it, “You Deserve A 
Break Today.™” 
Correction 
The last line of the piece entitled “Student disillusioned with Bates 
dating scene” (October 3, 1997) was mistakenly removed from the copy 
during layout. The last three lines of the story are as follows: 
“And you think you’re supposed to feel just a little bit of shame, but you just 
don’t. In fact, all you really want is to get patted on the back. After all, you 
were there too, weren’t you?” 
Take a stand. 
Write for Forum. 
Questioning removal of Coming Out displays 
... the maverick 
media baron 
had recreated 
the history of 
philanthropy. 
A work-free break... please 
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Editorial 
Practice what you preach 
It is hypocrisy not to practice what you preach. In accordance with the values the 
College espouses, the administration has for years encouraged students to embrace di¬ 
versity and to learn actively about social differences and inequality. This, we hope, is to 
make students think and do things toward the end of greater social justice. But what 
happens when students actually do what they’re encouraged to do — to take action? 
When a group of students chalked sidewalks and pathways on campus, and erected 
triangle-shaped flags on the quad on Wednesday, their efforts to demonstrate gay pride 
were literally erased. The question on our minds is, what kind of message does it send to 
the student body about its rights of expression and social justice when these chalk draw¬ 
ings had to be eliminated before dawn? 
One message is that someone at Bates seems a little too preoccupied with 
the appearance of the campus. Heaven forbid that prospective students and their par¬ 
ents witness vestiges of something as liberal or controversial as gay pride. What if they 
were to think that student activism is a common occurrence on campus? 
We think it should be. It is wonderful that Bates students feel compelled to 
take some initiative and a firm stand on what they believe. It shows that we’re learning, 
thinking and trying to make the world better. It also proves that we’re courageous enough, 
and that we believe in what we’re doing enough, to go against the grain. Possibly. 
If Bates is to change, and if we are to move forward, sometimes 
uncomfortable and unpopular issues have to come to light in full, unmoderated by 
the powers that be. It does no good to let them fester under the surface, however seem¬ 
ingly smooth it may appear. 
No one should be uninformed of social politics. We don’t live in isolation, we live 
with each other. And that means we live with each other’s personal politics. Enter the 
saying “the personal is political.” 
College isn’t always easy or fun. This is our time to learn and form values and 
ideas. But we ask, how can it be done if the administration discourages our efforts to be 
involved in these politics? 
The campus is for students, not prospective students. There is no reason 
that Bates should be masked as a harmonious place, because, quite simply, from the 
news that has been made here, it is not. 
Whatever “aesthetic ideals” the administration holds for the campus should be 
reviewed and possibly revised. Students should be entitled to use the open space as a 
forum for learning. And that means they should be able to express themselves in this 
open space. 
Clearly, it does no good to limit our discourse to class discussions or to the infre¬ 
quent and poorly attended campus-wide assemblies sponsored by the administration. 
Students spend only a fraction of their on- and off-campus days in these venues. 
If Bates wants young adults to form solid values, young adults need to be able to 
face these issues inside and outside the classroom. And if the only way to motivate stu¬ 
dent discussion is by marking the campus with chalk, let that be the way. It might be 
messier than a moderated discussion, but then again, so is life. The College needs to give 
more than lip service to the ideals that it purports to have. 
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Responsibility revisited 
To the Editor: 
I received the following e-mail posting 
in response to my letter to the Editor (A 
Matter of Responsibility,’ “The Bates Stu¬ 
dent,” October 3). Please publish it with my 
thanks to its writer for giving HIS side 
of the story, which I regret I did not have when 
I wrote my letter. 
Here is the student’s letter: 
Greetings 
Atsuko. My name is 
Alex Budney, the stu¬ 
dent you lambasted in 
the school newspaper. I would have you know 
that I am not the only recording tech on cam¬ 
pus, and in fact, do not work every concert 
here. My boss, Mark Howard, called me on 
monday, and asked if I might record a con¬ 
cert for him the next night. I told him I could 
not, because I was teaching my Jr.-Sr. semi¬ 
nar that night: END OF STORY. I don’t know 
what right you think you have to publicly in¬ 
sult me, not to mention the fact that you got 
my name wrong. As a Professor, I would 
think that you might respect a students need 
to attend class, especially when they are 
leading it. 
I demand an answer to this e-mail and 
a public apology in the 
student. How dare you slander my name in 
public press without having 
any of the story. You acted immaturely and 
unfairly. I would ex¬ 
pect it from few stu¬ 
dents, let alone some¬ 
one with tenure and 
my senior. Ignoring this will be an admis¬ 
sion of guilt on your part. 
-Alexander Joseph Budney II 
I may add that my concert took place 




Professor of History 
Letters to the Editor 
Students, administration and respect 
To the Editor: 
Since I’ve been at Bates College, stu¬ 
dents have seemed content to play a passive 
role in the governing of this school and them¬ 
selves. Sometimes I wonder if the prevalent 
apathy on this campus is a direct result of 
knowing that if something serious goes down, 
the administration will put a cap on it. This 
does not only concern that which unfolded 
on the 9th. Many of the 
decisions made by the 
administration have 
caused my peers and I 
to question its integ¬ 
rity. One would assume that the administra¬ 
tion would constantly attempt to make this 
school a better place. 
However, it seems to attempt to make 
this school “appear” abetter place. Without 
any argument, the administration has to 
place priority on how the students feel their 
school should be governed. It is possible that 
the administration does not always know 
what is best for its students. A college should 
have an administration that has respect for 
its students and their opinions. I’m not try¬ 
ing to say that this issue is a one-way door. 
There have been times when I have not seen 
administrative employees receive the respect 
they deserve. I’m only askingthat we be con¬ 
siderate of each other and our wishes. Its 
already like there is a 
great wall between the 
administration and 
the students. I, as a 
student, do not want 
an administration that is going to “yes “ me 
to death, and then do nothing about the prob¬ 
lem: and I certainly hope that the adminis¬ 
tration does not want a student body exhib¬ 
iting learned helplessness. 
Signed, 
ChanningPalmlund ’98 
Letters to the Editor 
Homophobia motivates destruction 
To the Editor, 
It’s been a really long time since I’ve 
written to the student. Normally I try to make 
it a point not to. This week, however, there 
have been just so many things to write about 
that I couldn’t resist. There was Nils Van 
Otterloo’s article last week saying that 
homophobia supported by the institutional 
backing that comes with writing a newspa¬ 
per editorial is legitimate, while grassroots 
homophobia is illegiti¬ 
mate — a real disturb¬ 
ing article on so many 
fronts. There was a 
multitude of students who condemned a 
newspaper editor for not going along with 
their wishes to hide a story about racism 
through ignorance in the classroom, saying 
she was making “a big deal” out of “noth¬ 
ing”. And then, of course, there is the most 
recent display of institutional homophobia 
coming down upon us from the Bates College 
administration. 
Dean Sawyer’s explanation that there 
was a series of miscommunications is not 
enough. Regardless of intentions, the admin¬ 
istration effectively managed to turn an 
elaborate, pro-active, celebratory visual art 
display for Coming Out Weekend into a hur¬ 
ried, defensive display about the struggle to 
survive in a homophobic world. The Hate 
Crimes and Bias Committee needs to inves¬ 
tigate this matter fully. It is that committee’s 
responsibility to recount, account for, and 
condemn homophobic actions that take place 
on this campus. Once 
again, regardless of 
intentions, the deci¬ 
sion to destroy a dis¬ 
play set up for National Coming Out Week¬ 
end was clearly one based on homophobia. 
It is the Hate Crimes and Bias Committee’s 
job to figure out whether that homophobia 
was based on homophobic ignorance or overt 
hatred, and to decide the appropriate mea¬ 
sures to take in response. 
Sincerely, 
Arthur Stamoulis 
Letters to the Editor 
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Features 
To conform or to compromise? 
A look what it means to be an international student at Bates 
By JEFFREY WEINTRAUB 
Staff Writer 
Adjusting to college life is often diffi¬ 
cult enough for someone who lives in 
America and speaks English. 
However, for the approximately 50 for¬ 
eign students at Bates, the transition to col¬ 
lege includes the possibility of a new lan¬ 
guage, overcoming social and ethnic differ¬ 
ences, and adjusting to an entirely new way 
of life. 
Adriane Beldi ’99, a biology major mi- 
noring in Russian, recounted, via an e-mail 
questionaire, her experience as a first-year 
student from Geneva, Switzerland. 
“My great deception was that I ex¬ 
pected much more open-mindedness from 
the people of my house because they were 
students who should have been educated 
enough to accept something new,” Beldi 
wrote. 
Despite a having a roommate who 
Beldi thought perceived her as a French- 
speaking novelty, and fellow house residents 
who, for the most part, refused to accept her 
and take time to explain American customs 
to her, Beldi persevered through her difficult 
first weeks at Bates. 
While Beldi eventually would feel more 
accepted after becoming involved in the In¬ 
ternational Club and meeting both foreign 
and American students involved with the 
organization, initially, the stereotypes that 
many Europeans hold of Americans were 
reinforced in her mind. 
Beldi commented on the members of 
her first-year house: “They were terribly su¬ 
perficial in their judgement and not only re¬ 
fused to accept me, but they wanted to force 
me into their conventions.” 
People simply showed little interest in 
helping Beldi or learning about her culture, 
wanting instead for her to conform to Ameri¬ 
can standards. 
“It is still hard for many students to 
grasp the idea of another culture and the idea 
that America is not the best. Other cultures 
are as worthy as theirs,” wrote Beldi. 
As an institution, Bates claims to main¬ 
tain an open-minded and tolerant attitude to¬ 
ward both religious and racial minorities on 
campus. Nonetheless, Beldi’s experience 
confirms this open-mindedness does not al¬ 
ways apply to people outside the confines of 
American minorities. 
Judging by Beldi’s experience as well 
as what I have observed with foreign students 
in my own dormitory, the truth is that for¬ 
eign students often feel pressured into con¬ 
forming to American standards or else re¬ 
maining a novelty and an outsider. 
Beldi related an experience in which 
some students took it upon themselves to tell 
her what she needed to change in order to 
become a “real American.” 
Despite these students’ good inten¬ 
tions in trying to help Beldi, they assumed 
two things. One, that Beldi wanted help in 
becoming Americanized. Two, these stu¬ 
dents incorrectly assumed that she wanted 
to become Americanized in the first place. 
Beldi explained, “I told them I was here 
to learn about the American way of living and 
to become integrated in the campus social 
life, but I never said I wanted to be assimi¬ 
lated, which is a very different thing.” 
Thus, the question regarding foreign 
students becomes, can students from differ¬ 
ent countries maintain and not sacrifice their 
own cultural values and way of life while at 
the same time be accepted socially at Bates? 
Ryad Yousef ’99, who hails from 
Bangladesh, does not, echo Beldi’s feelings 
of being pressured into assimilating in order 
to fit in. 
Aside from feeling similar to Beldi with 
regard to feeling like a novelty on campus, 
Youself said, “I am almost like a person from 
an uncharted land, so the attention that I at¬ 
tract probably is due to a fascination for 
something so ‘different.’” Yousef said he has 
had a very positive experience at Bates. 
“I would definitely say that the stu¬ 
dents and faculty have been extremely inter¬ 
ested in learning about where I come from. 
Its actually quite flattering!” he said. 
Beldi’s experience at Bates has taken 
a similarly positive course since her unpleas¬ 
ant freshman year. “I have learned how to 
mix my own system of social and moral val¬ 
ues with a different one, so as to develop 
something new and in-between,” she said. 
For Beldi, upholding a foreign identity 
in the first months of school made her feel 
alienated. However, after becoming involved 
in the various clubs on campus, and learn¬ 
ing to balance a foreign identity with a new¬ 
found American one, she eventually found a 
place for herself at Bates. 
Yousef said of his time at Bates, “It has 
been a marvelous experience!” 
The Oxford Group regrets an error that 
appeared in last weeks Bates Student. 
A picture and photo caption were scrambled 
inadvertently during the production process. 
We appreciate the patience of the editors 
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From home in Kenya to college in the U.S. 
A Kenyan student shares his experiences on being an international student 
By DAVID OMOM 
Staff Writer 
It was yet another Friday lunchtime, 
and I was walking in the blazing, murderous 
heat of the late summer sun. Trudging slowly 
toward Commons in the humid heat, I 
stumbled across another friendly Batesie. 
“Hi, my name is Eric,” he started. 
“My name is David,” I answered, star¬ 
ing at him. “Nice to meet you Eric,” I added 
quickly to fuel the conversation. 
“Nice to meet you too, David,” he said, 
ending the formalities. “Where do you come 
from?” he asked, noticing my not-too-com- 
mon accented English. 
“Kenya!” I answered. 
“How the hell did you get to hear about 
Bates?” he asked, visibly surprised. 
“Well, I wrote the names of all the col¬ 
leges on earth on small pieces of paper, and 
put them into a straw hat, and then I held a 
lottery, and bingo! Bates came tops,” I said, 
grinning. 
“No way!” he retorted, his face lit with 
amusement. 
I remember that night vividly - August 
25,1997. It’s not because I will cherish it for 
the rest of my life, but because it marked the 
beginning of my Bates odyssey. 
It was 9:15 p.m. when I disembarked 
from the Greyhound bus in Lewiston, walk¬ 
ing luggageless because my luggage had 
been misplaced by the very efficient TWA. 
That night my life, like the lives of many other 
international students, was at a turning 
point. 
My first impressions of Bates were of 
near excellence. It was a case of love at first 
sight, and the next few days were to initially 
reinforce my convictions about the College. 
To many international students, this time 
always marks the genesis of a major transi¬ 
tion, and that is exactly what I experienced. 
But some of these impressions were to 
change with time. 
The first problem was the food. Used 
to very different cuisines, I had trouble ad¬ 
justing to the Commons’ food that, more of¬ 
ten than not, nauseated me. Robert Volpi, 
director of dining services, does a fairly good 
job, but for a time I had no option but to be 
content with Coke, cookies, and junk, which 
wasn’t such a great diet, believe me! 
Then, the doors. Embarrassing as it 
was, most often I was forcing doors in instead 
of pushing out. Don’t blame me, nearly ev¬ 
erybody does it that way where I’m from. 
In short, everythingwas different, and 
sooner or later adjustment was an uncon¬ 
scious inevitability. 
Most international students did and do 
continue to adjust very well, and thus for 
most of us, this phase of “physical” adjust¬ 
ment is almost complete. 
My first week was wonderful; meeting 
other international students was a great ex¬ 
perience, and to most of us, the International 
Club has been our family away from home. 
We are and will continue to be a very small 
minority at Bates, unless the college steps 
up its recruitment drives, and this made us 
even closer to each other. 
With a variety of nationalities repre¬ 
sented , altogether we formed a mini-United 
Nations forum. Everywhere that we went, 
from Commons to my first lobster experience 
at a lobster shack in South Portland (an ex¬ 
perience I remember with glee), we were a 
team. 
To most of us, the international stu¬ 
dent orientation and later the International 
Club became our first source of friends. No 
wonder most of my “core” friends are inter¬ 
national students. 
Then came convocation, and suddenly 
Bates was swarming with students from all 
over this country. One confession that I have 
to make is that most people seemed friendly, 
nice and kind. Nearly everybody was hospi¬ 
table, and the misery of being homesick, 
which many international students feel, dis¬ 
appeared with the wind. 
During that period I made lots of ac¬ 
quaintances, met many new faces and 
names, which I always tiy not to forget. This 
was a tremendous psychological boost and 
encouragement for most of us. 
Those smiles often did more than 
words could, and that was welcome in our 
lives then. The smiles still linger on to this 
day, but sooner or later, realities in life come 
to surface. 
Most people are indeed friendly, but 
few ever seek to be friends, and that is a po¬ 
tential problem that most international stu¬ 
dents observe at Bates. 
Getting to know someone, smiling and 
saying “hi" out on the pavement, is excellent. 
But going out of your way to be a real and 
true friend is even better. As this reality sunk 
in the first few weeks, the trauma of “not 
belonging” started to haunt me. 
The scenario often builds when most 
of your “friends” are huddled together in a 
room having fun on a Friday night, or just 
chatting late at night, and you’re bored and 
feeling homesick in your room thinking no¬ 
body will think about calling you to join in 
the fun. You feel that you don’t belong at ah. 
When nobody seems interested in your wel¬ 
fare or in having you as a close friend, you 
often begin to question yourself. 
To put it mildly, this is an indictment 
to the U.S.-born Bates student community 
that doesn’t generally reach out to interna¬ 
tional students to integrate them fully into 
their lives. We must draw a line between 
being acquaintances and friends with a capi¬ 
tal F, and stick to the F 
This institution intended itself to be a 
college built on the foundations of liberty, 
equality and excellence in all features of col¬ 
lege life. Bates is an institution which grants 
oppressed or segregated students a chance 
to pursue higher education and a chance to 
realize their dreams without fraternities or 
sororities. Bates is the fulfillment of that vi¬ 
sion. 
With every group open to all students, 
at least in theory this has made it even easier 
for us to feel at home and “forget” momen¬ 
tarily about home, and that is probably the 
primary reason why most of us decided to 
come to Bates. 
Being away from home is hard; you 
miss your family, your friends, and home, 
especially during Parents’ and Families 
Weekend, when everyone else’s parents are 
around. 
Some of the people that I credit with 
having made great efforts to make this place 
a home away from home include Associate 
Dean of Students James Reese and Director 
of Multicultural Affairs Czerny Brasuell, as 
well as many other faculty, students and staff¬ 
ers. To most of us, Reese and others have 
come to symbolize the other side of Bates - 
the positive at its best. 
As one immediate former student re¬ 
marked during the students of color Alumni 
Forum, resourcefulness is the keyword. 
Bates has lots to offer, and the more 
you make the maximum of every opportunity 
the more you will cherish international stu¬ 
dents as a part of the Bates experience; it is 
one such opportunity to top our learning. 
To us international students, the chal¬ 
lenges is to keep on going even when the go¬ 
ing gets tough. If we don’t maximize our stay 
at Bates we’ll always encourage those bottled 
feelings of “not belonging” homesickness. 
The more we utilize all resources Bates has 
to offer, the greater will be our fulfillment. 
How true this is, I am yet to find out, for my 
exploration has just begun. 
Write for Features. There is no greater joy. 
It’s Friday. 
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What’s doing in the Multicultural Center 
Student-run organizations in the Multicultural Center explain their upcoming activities 
A host of activities are planned inside this very building, the Multicultural Center. Patrick Serengulian photo 
By KAM CLARK 
Staff Writer 
The Multicultural Centeris home to a 
number of different studentrun organizations 
on campus. These organizations sponsor a 
variety of activities throughout the year that 
are open to all Bates students. 
■ SangaiAsia 
Sangai Asia is one of the clubs that is 
based in the Multicultural house. It is run by 
a group consisting of co-coordinators , 
Eleanor Lee ’00 and Rosa Lin ’00, publicity 
manager Jay Kim ’99 and treasurer Rushil 
Shakya ’01. According toLee the club is “for 
anyone interested in Asia to learn about and 
experience Asian culture”. 
The club is not limited to China and 
Japan but instead covers all of Asia. Along 
with bringing different speakers to the Bates 
campus, Sangai Asia also functions as a 
“support group for Asian/Asian-American 
students”. The Dragon Boat Race that took 
place on the Puddle on September 27 was 
sponsored by the club and they have numer¬ 
ous other activities planned for this year in¬ 
cluding a BatesBowdoin-Colby Conference 
and Taiko Drummers. “Sangai” is Nepalese 
for “togetherness” and that idea is what this 
club and its events hope to encourage. 
■ Amandla! 
A second club that meets in the 
Multicultural Center is Amandla! This 
organization’s purpose is to celebrate Afri¬ 
can Heritage and culture. Amandla, which 
means power in Swahili was a word often 
used to conclude the speeches made in South 
Africa by Nelson Mandela. 
This year, co-coordinators Johnathan 
Warren ’98 and Lena Sene ’00 are planning 
an assortment of events including a trip to 
the African American Heritage Trail and Mu¬ 
seum in Boston, an African American Art 
exhibit and the performance of the Cinque 
Dance group sponsored by the President’s 
Office. Those who are interested in Amandla! 
can stop by the Multicultural Center or call 
795-7490. 
■ Jewish Cultural Community 
Along with meeting for Shabbat din¬ 
ners every Friday at 6:00 in the Rowe room, 
the Jewish Cultural Community is currently 
busy celebrating the Jewish New Year. Yom 
Kippur, which is this Saturday, marks the 
second part of the New Year and is “a time to 
reflect on this past year” according to club 
member Rachel Cymrot ’00. In recognition 
of this holiday, a trip has been planned to 
Bowdoin College in order to attend the ser¬ 
vices being given there by a rabbi from New 
York City. There will also be a break-the-fast 
party at the Multicultural Center on Satur¬ 
day night to end the fast that will take place 
from Friday night at sundown until Satur¬ 
day at sundown. After October break the 
third part of the new year celebration, 
Sukkot, occurs. The JCC is planning to build 
a sukkoh on the quad sometime after the 
break. The co- conveners of the JCC are 
Meghan Cherner-Ranft ’00 and Cymrot; any¬ 
one interested should contact either of them. 
■ Women of Color 
Women of Color is composed of a group 
of convertors including, Joanne Douglas ’99, 
Erica Ellis ’98, Grace Eng ’98, Pooja Kedia 
’00, Brinda Tahiliani ’98 and Aditi Vaidya ’00. 
The meetings are focused around concerns 
of the members and the organization of 
speakers and performers. 
Tahiliani explained that the main pri¬ 
orities of the group are “ to promote cultural, 
social and political interaction amongwomen 
of color (students, faculty, and administra¬ 
tion) to share our knowledge with the Bates 
community and the surrounding communi¬ 
ties.” Some of the events that are currently 
in the works for this year include, speaker 
Phoolan Devi, a member of parliament in In¬ 
dia and a women’s activist against child 
marriages, and Wilma Mankiller, the first 
woman chief of the Cherokee nation. Other 
speakers include a spokesperson for Chinese 
Democracy Movement and Commander-in- 
Chief at Tiananmen Square. There will also 
be performances by Gina Picaldo and the 
Dance Brigade, a multiracial troupe of 
women. Women of Color meets on Fridays at 
5:30 in the Multicultural Center. 
■ International Club 
The International Club also holds 
meetings in the Multicultural Center. They 
meet on Thursday nights from 7 p.m. until 9 
p.m. The constitution of the International 
Club states that its purpose is to provide a 
social and cultural locus of activity for the 
members of the Bates community who would 
contribute and benefit from such an organi¬ 
zation. 
The club has its own page on the 
internet and for those that are interested the 
address is, http://www.bates.edu/people/orgs/ 
intclub/ . The web site posts minutes from 
the latest meetings, a list of group members, 
and a schedule of past and upcoming events. 
A trip to Acadia National Park on Saturday 
October 11 is planned; the trip costs five dol¬ 
lars and includes hiking, climbing and a 
barbeque. Further into the semester an In¬ 
ternational dinner is planned for November 
8. A Home Stay Program is also in the works 
for the future. The current heads of the In¬ 
ternational Club include, cocoordinators 
Lein Le ’99 and Makoto Wada ’99, treasurer 
SagunK.C. ’00, secretary Eleanor Lee ’00 and 
publicity manager Trevor Stevens ’00. 
October Weekend reeled them in 
Students from October Weekend’s past reflect on their experiences 
By ERICA J. ELLIS 
Staff Writer 
There are various ways to get to know 
your prospective college. Bates offers over¬ 
night stays, tours and interviews. For some, 
the decision to come to Bates was an easy 
one, while for others the decision was not so 
clear cut. For some students of color, Octo¬ 
ber Weekend played a large part in this deci¬ 
sion-making process. Aditi Vaidya ’00, Chris¬ 
topher Orpilla ’99, and LaShonda Walker- 
Robinson ’98 are three such students. 
Vaidya, Walker-Robinson, and Orpilla 
all spoke positively about the idea of Octo¬ 
ber Weekend. 
“I like the idea a lot. It gives students 
the chance to explore opportunities they 
might otherwise not have a chance to. In my 
case this [New England] was the one part of 
the U.S. that I hadn’t experienced or seen,” 
said Orpilla, a native Californian and partici¬ 
pant in October Weekend 1994. 
Walker-Robinson, who visited Bates 
during October Weekend 1993, expressed 
similar positive sentiments on the subject, 
but also stressed the need to think critically 
about issues of accurate representation. “I 
think it’s good, but there are a few things that 
are not good. I don’t feel as if everyone is 
open about Bates, how the school is towards 
people of color, different attitudes, et cetera. 
They didn’t really show how to deal with rac¬ 
ism and the many other forms of discrimina¬ 
tion.” 
Commenting on her personal experi¬ 
ence at October Weekend, Vaidya, who par¬ 
ticipated in October Weekend 1996, said, “It 
helped me to see the student side of life at 
Bates, but it didn’t give me any idea of the 
racist, homophobic and apathetic attitudes 
on the campus.” 
Both Orpilla and Walker-Robinson 
mentioned the pleasant interaction they had 
with current Bates students and how this 
affected their decision about the college. 
“The people were nice. Everywhere I went I 
got smiling faces from everyone... It felt so 
homey. I thought maybe I really do belong 
here. I liked it a lot,” said Walker-Robinson. 
Orpilla remains in contact with his 
October Weekend host, who has since gradu¬ 
ated. “One of the things I took back with me 
were the people here. A lot of the people I 
came across were very open-minded and 
willingto talk to me.... It’s one of those things 
that you look back on and say this is why I 
chose this college. .. I wouldn’t have chosen 
Bates if that wasn’t the feelingl got,” he said. 
Walker-Robinson and Orpilla spoke 
about affirming experiences with the Bates 
admissions staff. When citing what she felt 
was the best thing about her October Week¬ 
end for experience, Walker-Robinson specifi¬ 
cally mentioned the admissions staff: “I guess 
the best thing was the fact that with the ad¬ 
missions staff I was able to talk to them as 
though they were my equals,” she said. 
Orpilla said he thought admissions 
people were extremely helpful in arranging 
activities and making connections which 
were in line with his interests and talents. 
Accessibility of faculty also plays a 
major part in influencing prospective stu¬ 
dents’ decisions. 
Orpilla shared a story about his expe¬ 
rience with a professor in the Environmen¬ 
tal Studies department: “I had missed the 
class that I had signed up for, but this pro¬ 
fessor took the time to talk to me about the 
department and my interests. I was really 
happy that he didn’t turn me away even 
though I missed his class. He made the time 
to talk to me. I didn’t find this at other 
schools where the professors didn’t have 
time to talk to prospective students.” 
When asked about various logistical 
aspects of the weekend, such as hosting ar¬ 
rangements and organization of activities, 
Vaidya replied, “on the whole, the arrange¬ 
ments were set up pretty well in terms of 
commonalities of interests.” 
Walker-Robinson also spoke on the 
subject of general organization of the pro¬ 
gram, saying that the activities were well 
organized, she was made to feel at home, and 
that the program provided enough free time 
for prospective students to explore the cam¬ 
pus on their own. 
Although Vaidya, Orpilla and Walker- 
Robinson had heard both accolades and 
warnings about life in Maine, none of the stu¬ 
dents knew much about the state before com¬ 
ing to Bates. 
“To tell you the truth, I didn’t really 
hear anything bad about Maine except from 
my cousin. He was in job corps in Bangor 
and he really had it out with racism there. 
That’s another town, so I really didn’t look 
into it that much. Maine is going to have rac¬ 
ism and my being in a predominately white 
campus, I’m bound to expect that. So I 
chalked it up as why not visit, give it a try 
and see how it is,” said Walker-Robinson. 
Vaidya stated that she came with beau¬ 
tiful, pastoral images of Maine, but that her 
visit didn’t leave her with a clear impression 
of Lewiston and Bates’s relationship to it. 
“The state of Maine is beautiful, but there 
Continued on Page 12 
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Lunch at Austin’s 
John Smedley on physics, music, and Colby (?!) 
By TINA IYER 
Features Editor 
John Smedley, associate professor of 
physics, is Bates’s own renaissance man. 
Besides his position in the physics de¬ 
partment, Smedley is also an avid guitar 
player and music afficionado who has al¬ 
ready given performances this year at The 
Ronj and also for the Chaplain’s “Busy Life, 
Peaceful Center” series. 
Smedley’s broad array of interests are 
also made clear by the types of courses which 
he teaches; Smedley is an active proponent 
and example of the true “liberal arts” edu¬ 
cation and its ideal of integrating disciplines 
and fields. 
As Smedley bit into his smoked turkey 
sandwich on wheat (a light wheat that 
Smedley said didn’t “look very wheaty, but 
I’D survive”), he talked about a course that 
he is currently teaching on musical acous¬ 
tics. 
The course was origmaDy taught as a 
short term, and has now been taught twice 
as a semester-length course. This year, it is 
“more hands on, more practical,” said 
Smedley. 
Smedley sees this particular course as 
“integrative,” because whDe it emphasizes a 
strong component of physics and quantita¬ 
tive analysis, “it is a little bit broader than 
the average physics course; it’s a little more 
applied.” 
Smedley explained, “It’s about how 
people interpret the physical sound waves 
they hear ... also, it gives me a good excuse 
to keep a guitar in my office.” 
In fact, there are hardly any physics 
majors takingthe unit; it tends to attract non¬ 
science students. Rather, the classroom is 
fiDed with music majors, students trying to 
fiB general education requirements, and 
those who are taking the course out of pure 
interest. Smedley currently has his hands 
fuD with two sections of 30 students. 
It is this idea of “integrative” teaching 
and learning, this combination of different 
aspects of different fields, that appeals to 
Smedley. “I enjoy that [combining disciplines] 
a lot. I think it is a part of the Bates educa¬ 
tion, but we largely leave it to the students 
to find the connections themselves,” he said. 
Thus, it is another bonus for Smedley 
that he has been able to offer the cross-listed 
Physics 228/Religion 228/Environmental 
Studies 228 course, Caring for Creation: 
Physics, Religion, and the Environment, a 
class that he teaches with Professor of Reli¬ 
gion Thomas Tracy. 
Working with Tracy is enjoyable for 
Smedley because the two professors share 
in each other’s fields, and are able to take 
turns leading class discussions, knowing that 
they will always be able to supplement each 
other’s lectures. This mutual interest and 
engagement between fields and professors 
is one that Smedley hopes will send a mes¬ 
sage to students. 
Smedley sees problems in the reduc- 
tionism that students of both the sciences 
and the humanities are prone to, and notes 
that “there is a lot to be gained” from focus¬ 
ing on the connections between the two 
rather than the differences. He is interested 
in seeing a history of physics course be added 
to the Bates curriculum, and hopes that stu¬ 
dents wiB be “open to different perspectives. 
There are different approaches to learning 
that you need to succeed.” 
Not one to preach what he doesn’t 
practice, Smedley moves easily from phys¬ 
ics talk to jazz. From a brief mention of Gary 
Peacock, an esteemed jazz bassist, the con¬ 
versation turns to Keith Jarrett, the pianist 
that Peacock often plays with. Both fans of 
Jarrett, Smedley and I are able to toss the 
names of musicians around, and the impor¬ 
tance of a solid foundation in “classical” 
musical training before one can become ex¬ 
perimental. 
Needless to say, our talk veers to 
Smedley’s own musical background. 
Smedley began his musical training on 
the guitar at the age of eight, when he was 
inspired by the Beatles playing on the Ed 
SuUivan show. His first guitar was, most 
unfortunately, lacking in a few vital parts, 
and Smedley had to “strum this fake guitar 
with no strings.” 
He soon upgraded to a guitar with 
strings, and then on to an electric guitar 
when he was nine or ten. Smedley played 
mainly blues-rock style music in his junior 
high and high school bands, inspired by the 
likes of Cream and other such groups, but it 
was at coUege that his musical interest took 
on a new direction. 
“Colby was transformative in that 
sense. 1 started jazz guitar at Colby, and that 
was a major breaking point,” he said. 
Smedley has maintained this love of 
jazz over the years, and is responsible for 
getting musical acts to come to play at the 
College. Most recently, Smedley said he 
brought up jazz guitarist Jimmy Bruno. 
When asked if he ever considered pur¬ 
suing a career in music, Smedley answered, 
“The question is, did I never not think about 
it?” 
Upon graduation from Colby, Smedley 
did spend some time playing in a jazz band 
in Hartford. “It’s hard to find steady work,” 
Continued from Page 11 
are a lot of community issues that I didn’t 
realize before I got here.” 
A self-described “outdoorsy-type of 
person,” OrpiDa heard from a few of his high 
school teachers who attended graduate 
school in New England that “it’s just beauti¬ 
ful up there.” 
OrpiDa feels that Bates’s location pro¬ 
vides a variety of options for weekend activi¬ 
ties. “Even though there are certain ameni¬ 
ties that you do without when you live in 
Maine, you can get the best of both worlds. 
Portland, Boston and Montreal are aD within 
driving distance,” he said. 
Although Vaidya said that October 
Weekend can only give a limited picture of 
life at Bates for students of color, she felt that 
the program was not misleading to students 
of color. “I don’t think it’s misleading because 
they [prospective students who participate 
ih October weekend] get many different 
points of view from white students and people 
of color. They get to see many sides of life at 
Bates such as dorm life and parties,” she 
said. “You can only get so much from the time 
frame that October Weekend aBocates, but 
it definitely doesn’t give them the fuB impact.” 
LaShonda Walker-Robinson ’98. Erica Ellis photo 
OrpiDa feels that the ultimate respon- 
sibBity for learning about the atmosphere of 
a coBege faDs on the student. “It’s up to the 
student to go out and talk to people and see 
expressed some misgivings about the open¬ 
ness of the Bates students when approached 
by prospective students with questions. “I 
wish more students of color would talk to 
them [prospective students] about racism, 
sexism and any other kind of discrimination. 
I really think it would help the prospective 
students a lot. They may choose not to come 
to Bates, but would you rather them get here 
and actually transfer or have a nervous 
breakdown while they’re here or would it be 
better to have them be happy some place 
else? I feel as though some students would 
stiB come here after knowing the experiences 
of students of color on this campus negative 
or positive. At least they would be aware 
and prepared to handle certain experiences 
or incidents better. I wasn’t prepared as 
much as 1 could have been.” 
Walker-Robinson, OrpUla and Vaidya 
all cited October Weekend as a strong influ¬ 
ence in their decision-makingprocess. Each 
student felt that there was room for improve¬ 
ment, but believed in the overaB benefit of 
the program for individual students of color 
and the Bates community as a whole. AB 
three wUl be participating in at least some 
of the program activities this October Week¬ 
end. 
if it’s a place they reaDy like, that’s why it 
[October Weekend programming] is open- 
ended,” he said. 
Walker-Robinson, on the other hand, 
Smedley said of the music business, and the 
prospect of spending a lifetime teaching and 
in science was not a horrible one. However, 
“the chaBenge of trying to be a musician is 
stiB an engaging one,” Smedley said. 
Smedley’s wife is a singer, and his son 
Ian, 7, has been playing the violin for three 
years now. His daughter Anna, 5, has just 
begun to play the piano, and Smedley hopes 
that his infant son JuUan wiB pick up the bass 
or drums, so that the Smedley famUy can 
have their own band. 
Although Smedley has taught at Bates 
for 10 years, his academic career began whDe 
he was an undergraduate student at... Colby 
“People started asking me about Colby 
as soon as I got here,” he said, smBing. 
“A lot of my experiences and interest 
in education is based on my experience at 
Colby,” continued Smedley. Although not 
actively involved as a Colby alumnus, 
Smedley did serve as an alumni interviewer 
for the school when he lived in Boulder, Colo., 
and there are stiB people on the faculty that 
Smedley considers his mentors. 
Smedley takes no offense at the rivalry 
between his alma mater and Bates. “When 
it’s localized in the context of a [friendly] 
sporting event, it’s okay,” he said. 
Smedley sees Bates and Colby as com¬ 
parable schools, especially considering “the 
connections that students can make with 
their professors.” 
Austin’s Fine Wines and Foods 
78 Main St. in Auburn 
783-0312 
Erica Ellis photo 
Associate Professor of Physics and guitar (demi?) god John Smedley. Tim Iyer photo 
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Prof. Emeritus keeps up with Bates 
Juliet: 
“The more I give, the more I have...” 
It seems to me 
that if some smart aleck or even an encyclopedia of 
a Harvard wizard 
could tell us what “perfection” is that the definition 
would tremendously 
imperfect; the genetic nature, instinct, sensibility 
of every life in ever 
changing creation must though we are all remotely and 
immediately related 
must find its own way and when all our lives 
are over we can 
look back upon the little earth and all its 
myriads and miracles, 
of changing types of people, as Dante in heaven, 
and amazed say 
It Happened; there are no maps for lovers; 
but when they 
have given themselves away completely there’ll be 
no need for definitions. 
John Tagliabue 
By TINA IYER 
Features Editor 
“I have the urge to write and I write. 
When the poem is ready, the poet arrives,” 
said Professor Emeritus of English John 
Tagliabue, adding a new spin to the Hindu 
adage, “When the student is ready, the 
teacher arrives.” 
The 74-year-old professor and poet, 
who retired from Bates in 1989 after 36 years 
of teaching at the College, is a six-time re¬ 
cipient of the Fulbright fellowship and the 
author of many books of poetry. Tagliabue’s 
newest collection, New and Selected Poems, 
1942 -1997 is expected to be published early 
next year. 
Tagliabue has lived in Lewiston for al¬ 
most half his life. He still keeps pace with 
the pulse of the College, and can be seen fre¬ 
quenting lectures and various other college 
activities with his wife Grace. Nonetheless, 
Tagliabue’s life extends far beyond the 
boundaries of Bates. 
Born in Italy in 1923, Tagliabue moved 
to New Jersey as a young child. A wanderer 
by nature, he spent much of his youth taking 
the 42nd Street ferry from New Jersey to New 
York (it cost only 5 cents at the time). “I loved 
that ferry boat ride, it was quite an adven¬ 
ture," quipped Tagliabue. “I’d walk all day 
[through the streets of New York].” 
An avid reader from childhood, 
Tagliabue decided to pursue his undergradu¬ 
ate studies in English at Columbia Univer¬ 
sity in New York, thereby making a more per¬ 
manent move to “The City.” 
It was during his first year at Colum¬ 
bia that Tagliabue, a small, slight man with 
thinning white hair and quick, intelligent 
eyes, began to write poetry. Tagliabue said 
that he wrote “deliriously” then, just like he 
does now. 
Also at Columbia, Tagliabue pursued 
one of the greatest loves of his life, dance. 
Although he never aspired to dance profes¬ 
sionally, Tagliabue is an avid fan of the art 
form. 
“The most natural actions for me are 
dancing and writing poetry, otherwise I feel 
a little awkward. I think my poetry, though I 
don’t like to analyze it, is full of song and 
dance,” he said. 
As an undergrad, Tagliabue socialized 
with many dancers, hung out in Greenwich 
Village, and was part of a literary and artis¬ 
tic scene in New York that he now refers to 
as “the good old days.” 
Tagliabue said it always slips his mind 
that he was friends with fellow Columbia stu¬ 
dent, poet and beatnik Allen Ginsberg — 
something that other people find interesting. 
He mentioned as well the famed Jack 
Kerouac (who had already dropped out of 
Columbia), Lucien Carr and William 
Burroughs. 
“[Allen] tried to get me into that group, 
but I instinctively wasn’t interested,” 
Tagliabue explained. He already had his 
tightly-knit community of dancer friends and 
wasn’t fascinated by the drug culture of 
Ginsberg and his friends. “I got along with 
Allen, but we weren’t intimate friends. I had 
other intimate friends, and that was enough 
for me.” 
Tagliabue graduated from Columbia in 
1944. He then spent some time in Beirut, 
taught for a while at Pullman State College 
in Washington and Alfred University in New 
York, and married his wife Grace. He also 
earned a masters degree in comparative lit¬ 
erature, also from Columbia. 
At this point, he won his first Fulbright 
grant, which funded his work in Italy. 
Tagliabue and his family (Grace, and daugh¬ 
ters Francesca and Gina) lived in a town 
overlooking Florence where Tagliabue 
worked translating Leopardi, “Italy’s most 
favorite nineteenth century lyric poet.” 
Tagliabue’s Fulbright in Italy was re¬ 
newed. Later, he accepted five more 
Fulbrights — two more to Japan, one to 
China, and one more to Indonesia. It wasn’t 
until 1953 that the Tagliabue family returned 
to the United States. 
Although he had “never been very 
much north of New York City,” Tagliabue ac¬ 
cepted a teaching position at Bates when he 
was hired to teach “Cultural Heritage,” a 
required course for juniors and seniors. 
Tagliabue taught social history and Italian, 
French and Greek literature, among other 
literatures. He prides himself on being the 
first professor to introduce Asian literature 
into the Bates curriculum through his World 
literature course. Tagliabue also taught 
Shakespeare and creative writing. 
“Bates has improved in the past 30 
years tremendously,” remarked Tagliabue. 
He commented on the growth of diversity 
within the student body, especially in regard 
to the number of international students on 
campus. There are also more resources for 
the arts now, but according to Tagliabue, the 
conscientiousness of the professors has re¬ 
mained the same. 
“I’ve always loved the campus. It is a 
great place of beauty and contemplation,” 
Tagliabue said. 
For 25 years, Tagliabue was respon¬ 
sible for the “United Nations of Poetry,” a 
gathering of students who would assemble 
casually to read the poetry of others and their 
own work. “It was one of the best things for 
me in teaching,” he said. 
Furthermore, Tagliabue started “a 
very good poetry series,” getting poets such 
as Denise Levertov and Stephen Sender to 
read at Bates. 
Because the Tagliabues would serve 
these poets supper, Tagliabue had wanted 
his wife to write a book titled Poets I Have 
Fed, but “My wife doesn’t want to be famous 
the way that 1 do.” 
Always a traveler, Tagliabue is a self- 
confessed “propagandist for Bates,” talking 
up the College everywhere that he goes. His 
travels have also influenced his own poetry; 
he has found Inspiration everywhere from 
Indian sculpture to Japanese No theater. 
Tagliabue has also been a great influ¬ 
ence on his students. Many of his former stu¬ 
dents have published original works or trans¬ 
lations of poetry, dedicating their collections 
to their professor. 
Esteemed and established in his own 
right, Tagliabue is also related to some well- 
known individuals. His cousin, also John 
Tagliabue, is a respected journalist; and an¬ 
other cousin, Paul Tagliabue, is commis¬ 
sioner of the National Football League. 
Tagliabue’s famous relations were men¬ 
tioned when Tagliabue was questioned about 
the pronunciation of his name. It’s Taliaboo- 
ay. The NFL commissioner goes by a more 
phonetic pronunciation. 
Tagliabue is now retired and a grand¬ 
father, but he still travels and attends per¬ 
formances in Maine and New York. He still 
writes poetry, and is a faithful correspondent 
with former students. 
There is a part of him that longs to 
travel on someone else’s money again. 
“Sometimes I think, should I apply for an¬ 
other Fulbright? But I’m 74,” Tagliabue said. 
Arts in Maine 
AT BATES 
Friday, October 10 
“Later Life” by A.R. Gurney 
8 p.m. Black Box Theater 
Admission $5, $3 for students 
Saturday, October 11 
“Later Life” by A.R. Gurney 
8 p.m. Black Box Theater 
Admission $5, $3 for students 
Sunday, October 12 
“Later Life” by A.R. Gurney 
2 p.m. Black Box Theater 
Admission $5, S3 for students 
OLIN MUSEUM OF ART 
786-6158 
Alex Grey “Numinous Flesh” 
through October 10 
Lower Gallery: Collection Highlights 
paintings, prints, drawings and sculpture 
through October 10 
IN MAINE 
LEWISTON-AUBURN COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE 
753-6500 
Sur Bois: Franco-American Woodcarvers of 
Northern New England 
October 12 through December 13 
PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART 
775-6148 
Andrew Wyeth at 80: A Celebration 
through October 19 (recently extended) 
SALT CENTER FOR DOCUMENTARY FIELD 
STUDIES 
761-0660 
Hanging out and Hearth 
Documentary Photography by Kate 
Philbrick and Judy Bennett 
through December 6 
BOWDOIN COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART 
725-3275 
Portraits from the Permanent Collection 
Bowdoin Gallery 
ongoing exhibition 
Africa: Visions and Re-Visions 
John H. Halford Gallery 
through October 19 
Dans la Zibeline du Zob: An Installation 
by Michele Blondel 
Boyd Gallery 
through December 7 
Divine Love and Martyrs’ Death: Renais¬ 
sance and Baroque Images of Saints 
Twentieth Century Gallery 
through December 7 
ASSISTANT FOR FALL 
SEMESTER IN BERLIN 
We are searching for an 
assistant for oar 1998 fall semester 
in Berlin. The job involves close 
interactions with the 25 students 
on the program, helping them to 
adjust to life in Germany; travels 
with the group to Prague, Crakow, 
Frankfurt/Oder; assisting the 
faculty in a variety of tasks. The 
job will require full-time attention 
between August 1 and December 15, 
1998, during which time we will be 
in Germany. Qualifications include 
fluency in German, experience in 
living abroad, and experience in 
managing groups of students. Our 
assistant will be paid $5000 and a 
stipend for room and board. 
Applicants should 
contact Steve Hochstadt, 
History Department, Bates 
College, Lewiston ME 04240,207- 
786-6071, fax 207-786-8333 
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“In and Out” boasts dynamic cast 
By MARK GRIFFIN 
Staff Writer 
Watching Tom Selleck kiss Kevin Kline 
on screen (on the lips) in the new 
comedy, “In and Out,” more than likely 
wouldn’t be just cause for anyone losing their 
Jujy Fruits at a screening in Greenwich Vil¬ 
lage. However, seeing the same scene with 
an audience comprised largely of residents 
from Lewiston, Maine is a different story. 
This seems to be screenwriter Paul Rudnick’s 
point. 
Kevin Kline plays a well loved high 
school poetry teacher from a charmingly pro¬ 
vincial small town who is declared gay be¬ 
fore millions by a former student turned 
scruffy Hollywood heart throb (Matt Dillon), 
who wins an Oscar for playing a gay soldier 
and thanks his inspiration on the 
international telecast. Rudnick’s delicious 
premise is a direct steal from Tom Hanks’ 
acceptance speech upon winning an Acad¬ 
emy Award for “Philadelphia.” It’s a brilliant 
movie-ready idea laden with possibilities, 
and the talented cast digs right in. 
Kevin Kline is always a welcome, like¬ 
able presence on screen. Even when 
tormenting a luminous Meryl Streep in 
“Sophie’s Choice” (Universal Pictures, 1982), 
he exhibits an irresistible magnetism. Like 
Mandy Patinkin or Steve Martin, Kline seems 
to enjoy inflating his characterizations with 
a go-for-broke manic robustness. This qual¬ 
ity emerges in a few of the broader moments 
of physical comedy in “In and Out”, but such 
galvanic joie de vivre works best when kept 
in check, as it is here - with a naturalistic lid 
clamped on for good measure. Thankfully, 
Kline never ventures into the depths of lisp¬ 
ing, histrionic offensiveness that Nathan 
Lane sunk to so shamefully in “The Bird¬ 
cage”. Instead, Kline plays his confused 
teacher in much the same way Steven We¬ 
ber played his confused cater waiter in “Jef¬ 
frey” - with an unaffected and charming re¬ 
straint. 
Free of the saccharine vacuousness of 
“Three Men And A Baby” or such 
banal attempts at action adventure as “High 
Road To China” or “Her Alibi,” Selleck reg¬ 
isters on screen at last. Playing a slightly 
tainted character seems to agree with him 
and Magnum, P.I. makes the most of his role 
as a ruthless reporter for a television tab¬ 
loid who falls for Kline’s not so straight 
straight arrow. 
For a number of years, Joan Cusack 
has been outshining one leading lady 
after another - by virtue of her fluidly quirky 
presence (Think: “Working Girl,” “Married 
To The Mob,” “Men Don’t Leave.”) Finally, 
this engaging second banana has been 
bumped to the top of the marquee with ma¬ 
terial worthy of her talents in hand. As 
Kline’s jilted intended, Cusack dashes about 
in her worthless wedding dress and spews a 
litany of obscenities against religiously re¬ 
vered gay icon Barbra Streisand. Cusack and 
the other actors triumph with Paul Rudnick’s 
priceless dialogue and despite his habit of 
letting first rate one liners substitute for the 
creation of fully dimensional characters. 
While both “In and Out” and his own 
adaptation of “Jeffrey,” Rudnick seems to be 
valiantly strivingto simultaneously resurrect 
an old movie genre while giving birth to a 
new one: the gay screwball comedy. 
In fact, if it weren’t for their Ray- 
Banned, homoerotic hipness, Rudnick’s 
stable of characters could easily inhabit a 
sepia toned universe that would be right at 
home on American Movie Classics. 
Like “In and Out,” some of the finest 
screwball showcases of the 1930’s 
concerned a small town protagonist sub¬ 
merging his true identity, fearful that expo¬ 
sure would result in public outcry and 
ostracization from “polite” society. (For a 
prime example, see Richard Boleslawski’s 
“Theodore Goes Wild” (Columbia Pictures, 
1936) in which Irene Dunne plays a mild 
mannered church organist who must conceal 
the fact the she has penned a bawdy, best¬ 
selling bodice ripper - if only the hatchet 
faced ladies in the front pew knew!) 
Unlike the townsfolk in the vintage ve¬ 
hicles from Hollywood’s heydey, the 
denizens of Rudnick’s quaint hamlet opt not 
for insular conformity but for the freedom of 
self empowered liberation. In a truly winning 
final scene, Kline’s friends, neighbors and 
graduating students show their solidarity by 
“outing” themselves to the triumphant 
strains of Streisand’s anthem, “People.” 
Rudnick’s proud, life affirming message is 
clear and resounding: gay people are every¬ 
where - teaching poetry, coaching football, 
delivering the mail and yes - even alive and 
well in Lewiston, Maine. 
Senior art history major Maya Shinohara co-heads the Bates Arts Society. Patrick Serengulian plioto 
Arts Society embraces 
art in all forms 
By TANIA RALLI 
Arts Editor 
At one point in Bates history, the Bate§ 
Arts Society was the largest organization on 
campus. This is no longer the case, though 
anyone with an interest in the arts can find 
a place within the group. 
The Society, headed by Maya 
Shinohara ’98 and Parker Agelasto ’98, or¬ 
ganizes a range of activities, from lectures 
to workshops to museum visits. 
Most recently, the group traveled to 
Boston to view Picasso: The Early Years at 
the Museum of Fine Art. Trips to the Port¬ 
land Museum of Art are more frequent given 
the obvious accessibility. 
Shinohara says it is the goal of the or¬ 
ganization to “commit to educating, appre¬ 
ciating and practicing the visual arts. ” Meet¬ 
ing are not only devoted to discussion, but to 
projects as well. The group is currently col¬ 
laborating on several collages using a range 
of materials. 
Projects in the past have included mak¬ 
ing jewelery while sitting on the Quad, or 
using Fimo, a polymer clay that is formed and 
then baked. Students also had the opportu¬ 
nity to learn printmakinglast year. The group 
has sponsored different films like “I Shot 
Andy Warhol” and ‘Fargo”. 
Shinohara says the Arts Society aims 
to bring local and regional artists to Bates. 
The organization wants to provide an infor¬ 
mal atmosphere not only to discuss the 
works, but also to learn more about the pro¬ 
cess of creation. Additionally, subsequent 
workshops are being planned. 
Another project that the Arts Society 
is involved with is the solicitation of student 
art work for the walls of Lane Hall and the 
Ronj. Shinohara encourages interested stu¬ 
dents to submit their works for display. The 
works will be framed, and then will adorn 
the walls for a period of six to seven weeks. 
The Arts Society sponsors three an¬ 
nual art exhibits at the end of each semes¬ 
ter and during Short Term. Held in Chase 
Hall, each exhibit is just a day long. All sub¬ 
missions are exhibited. The cost of the ven¬ 
ture is eliminated because none of the works 
have to be framed. Members of the organi¬ 
zation take turns overseeing the exhibition. 
Shinohara wants to incorporate art 
historical elements to the activities to 
broaden the group’s interests. The Arts So¬ 
ciety ultimately aims to provoke the Bates 
community’s interest in art while furthering 
their own. Making for an interesting back¬ 
drop, the Society is comprised of students 
majoring in disciplines other than studio art 
and art history. 
The Bates Arts Society meets weekly 
on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Skelton Lounge. 
From the archives 
Madder Rose’s new album “tragic 
magic” finds the band exploring new mu¬ 
sical styles while remaining true to its 
characteristic sound. The songs still revel 
in a beautiful melancholy, but it seems as 
if they have also been listening to the cur¬ 
rent trends in radio. The early part of the 
album has a trip-hop feel, while the latter 
part is more rock oriented. Nothing 
struck me as being wonderfully catchy 
and pop oriented as some of their earlier 
songs, but I liked “hung up in you” and 
“peter and victor” for their memorability 
and because they made me feel happy. I 
also enjoyed “midnight on the dot” and 
“not perfect” for their luxurious, brood¬ 
ing quality. 
“WHEN I WAS BORN FOR THE 
7TH TIME” by Comershop is full of su¬ 
per-catchy, fun songs. The album is a 
blend of Brit pop, Indian music, 
funkyhippiedancemusic, sampling and 
the occasional techno or rap song. These 
diverse elements fit together well, creat¬ 
ing a uniquely catchy aural experience. 
Not all the songs on the album left me feel¬ 
ing so happy; there were some standard 
instrumentals and some average, nonde¬ 
script songs. But the songs that do work 
are really fun, and had me dancing around 
the room. —Ellen Leiba 
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YOUR STORY HERE 
PIZZA HUT BATES COLLEGE SPECIAL 
1 TOPPING PIZZA 
MEDIUM PIZZA 
1 for $7.50 or 
2 for $13.50 
LARGE PIZZA 
1 for $9.00 or 
2 for $17.00 
777-7111 
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Bates golf on par 
Nick Brunero stars with one-under-par 70 
Football needs more fans 
Last week’s article possibly misunderstood 
By ROB CURTIS 
By ROB CURTIS 
Staff Writer 
The Bates golf team left their oppo¬ 
nents to wallow in the depths of their own 
divots last week at the Southern Maine Invi¬ 
tational. Led by sophomore low bailer Nick 
Brunero, who won his first ever collegiate golf 
tourney with a one under-par 70, the Bob¬ 
cats pulled together for a second place team 
finish of 307 points, a stroke behind Thomas 
College. 
“This was my best score of the year,” 
Brunero said. “Also, the team’s performance 
might have gained new respect from other 
teams.” 
Though Brunero’s play helped gain the 
win, the overall dominance of the Bobcat golf¬ 
ers sealed the victory. The team recorded 
four good scores with Peter Coleman and 
newcomer Peter LaCasse, shooting 81 and 
80 respectively. Both Brunero and team Cap¬ 
tain Tim Sargent turned in rounds under 80, 
with Sargent shooting a 76. “Nick’s sub par 
round was outstanding. I cannot recall the 
last time an opponent or a team member had 
a sub par round,” Bates coach Bob Flynn 
said. “I was, however, happiest to see the 
team score so well; a 307 is the best we have 
had in a number of years.” 
The team’s 307 was a substantial im¬ 
provement from earlier play. The previous 
totals lingered around 340 points and above. 
The improvement of thirty or so strokes put 
the teams ability into perspective. 
Second year Captain Tim Sargent, an 
All-NESCAC golfer last year, has been con¬ 
sistent again this season. He led a young 
squad with only two other seniors, Peter 
LaCasse and Chris LeBlanc. Though a 
younger player, Brunero has been low ball 
scorer for Bates in each of his outings. Coach 
Flynn was “not surprised, but pleased” to see 
Brunero’s scores. “Brunero has shown he is 
capable of shooting well, and it is pleasing 
to see him realize his potential,” Flynn said. 
The rest of the Bobcats played solid 
behind the top five, (Coleman, LaCasse, 
Brunero, Delehanty, and Sargent) but until 
last week had yet to put the pieces together. 
The Southern Maine Invitational could be 
seen as a moral booster of sorts, and may 
have been the mark of maturity for this Bates 
squad. If the team continues to set its sites 
down the fairway, perhaps they will keep 
their success rate. The season is almost over 
and the CBB Championships will be over be¬ 
fore this issue goes to print but no matter, 
there is much potential to be realized within 
these golfers. 
Staff Writer 
Last week I published an article in the 
Students Sports section about fan support 
for Bates athletics. My argument was simple. 
The student body is not doing enough to help 
support ALL Bates athletic teams. A sub 
header written by interim sports editor Rob 
Pelkey I feel may have 
given the wrong impres¬ 
sion to those who saw 
only it and did not read 
the article. 
Bates fan support 
is lacking and needs to 
increase. However, to 
take away from the foot¬ 
ball fan support is ri¬ 
diculous! When any 
team is going through a 
particularly rough time 
of it, to know they have 
loyal fans may be the 
only thing that pulls 
them out of the dol¬ 
drums. What Bobcat 
Football needs is a college that is not apa¬ 
thetic to their hard work and determination. 
Have you ever taken time to think about what 
it would be like to play football for Bates? I 
can attest to you it’s not for everybody. It’s 
long hours and not much recognition. 
Fan support may be all that is needed 
to spark a fire under our team. Last week at 
the Bates-Williams game there were a num¬ 
ber of Bates students down there to watch 
the game. I applaud you. I also don’t have to 
tell those of you who were down there how 
well our team actually did. For the first time 
in the history of Williams and Bates football 
we were beating the 
Ephs! The first drive 
produced a field goal 
which gave the Bobcats 
their first lead ever over 
Williams. 
As an athlete, I 
can assure you team fan 
support makes a differ¬ 
ence. To see and hear a 
crowd is what makes 
athletics so special. So, 
again I am calling upon 
those of us who are 
members of the Bates 
community to support 
our athletic teams. All 
of this bickering about 
what fans go where should not happen, es¬ 
pecially between fellow athletes at this insti¬ 
tution. Get out and support your friends and 
make Bates athletics something to be cher¬ 
ished! 
What Bobcat 
Football needs is 
a college that is 
not apathetic to 
their hard work 
and 
determination. 
YOU DEMAND POWER, 
SPEED, AND MOBILITY. 
Power Macintosh* 6500/275 
Creative Studio 
32/4GB/12XCD/33.6 ModenVMultipIe Scan 15AV/L2 
Zip Drive/Video ln/NT5C OutAV Tuner/Avid/Kbd 
NOW $3,348** BEFORE REBATE 
WANT SOME 
TO GO WITH 
Color StyleWriter* 2500 






16/2GB/8XCD/L2/11.3” TFT display 
NOW $3,386** BEFORE REBATE 
$200 
cash back* 
Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook. 
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than 
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students are 
eligible for special cash rebates. 
•This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus 
reseller today for complete details. 
Bates College Information Services 
110 Russell Street 
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-110011 & 1:30-4:30 
Phone: 6376 • Fax: 6057 
e-mail: Computer_Sales@Bates.edu 
Power Macintosh* 5400/200 
32/i.6GB/i2XCD/Built-in display/Ethernet/Kbd 
NOW $1,727** BEFORE REBATE 
••Offer expires October 10,1997. ©1997 Apple Computer, Inc All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac Macintosh, PowerBook, Power Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. OneScanner and QuickTake are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Apple mail-in 
rebate offer valid from July 12,1997 through October 10,1997, while supplies last and subject to availability. Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for further rules and details. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disability. To learn more (U.S. 
only), call 800-600-7808 or TTY 800-755-0601. 
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Men’s tennis hopes for victory 
Work cut out for freshmen now that graduates are, well, gone 
By FROST HUBBARD 
Staff Writer 
This weekend, Bates men's tennis will 
vie for the opportunity of victory and 
progress this weekend at the Bates Invita¬ 
tional. Unfortunately, they will be without the 
services of their returning #1 singles player 
and two year captain, Lonnie Klein. The Bob¬ 
cats will compete against Middlebury, 
Bowdoin and Connecticut College. The 
matches this weekend are what second year 
coach Paul Gastonguay, a 1989 graduate of 
Bates and an All-American tennis player, and 
his team are hoping will be a large stepping 
stone towards the goals they want to achieve. 
Those goals include improving on last year's 
performances and receiving some desserts 
for all the hard, long hours they've worked. 
While the ‘Cats took their lumps last 
year, they have looked impressive in the 
invitationals attended thus far this year, de¬ 
spite competing without Klein. Klein was 
sidelined by a severely sprained ankle early 
in the season. He was anxious to return to 
action and hoped coach Gastonguay would 
give him the green light to make his trium¬ 
phant return this weekend in front of a home 
crowd. However, Gastonguay is looking more 
towards the important team oriented 
matches in the spring. “We're going to hold 
him back to make sure he’s healthy for the 
spring. A reinjury of the ankle could set him 




team, Klein said, 
"Last year did not go 
as well as we had 
hoped, but this year 
has looked much bet¬ 
ter. We've improved 




ing, there are only 
praises for the tal¬ 
ented first-year class. 
All of the new addi¬ 
tions to the team have 
made their presence 
felt. Milko Todorev, 
Mike Kerrigan, and Greg Norton have distin¬ 
guished themselves as players to watch. 
Kerrigan reached the finals of his C flight 
bracket in completion a few weeks back. 
This first-year class is one of the rea¬ 
sons we are much improved from last year. 
They are a good, solid class," Klein said. At 
#2 singles is Pete Dalrymple '00, followed by 
first-year Milko 
Todorev, Dave 
Carlson '00, John 
Tucker '00, Mike 
Kerrigan '01 and an¬ 
other first-year, Greg 
Norton. 
"We’ve gotten 
good experience out 
of not having him 
[Klein]. Our younger 
guys have had to play 
under a little more 
pressure with every¬ 
one bumped up a 
spot. But we've im¬ 
proved because of it,” 
Gastonguay said. 
The 'Cats top 
doubles team is the 
first year duo of 
Todorev and Kerrigan followed by Dalrymple 
and Carlson. 
The Bates Invitational, the final invi¬ 
tational that the tennis team will go to as a 
team this year, is set up in a tournament 
style. All competitors from the colleges, both 
singles and doubles, will be assigned a seed 
and divided into brackets according to their 
ranking. The top two seeds will be in the A 
flight, the next two in the B flight and so on. 
The action will start on Saturday morning 
at 8:30 AM, at both the indoor courts of 
Merrill Gymnasium and the outdoor Bardwell 
Street courts. With the games running all day, 
the team is hoping to draw a boost from an 
enthusiastic home crowd. 
The Bates men's tennis tem has the 
makings of a good unit, this year and down 
the road beacause of the large number of 
freshmen that have joined. Along with that 
is the talk of their captain and coach, who 
seem to think that Bates Tennis will be in 
the upper tier of NESCAC teams in the spring 
season. Hopefully, Klein will be back in com¬ 
mission soon to join the other members in 
celebrating the team’s victories. This week¬ 
end is a great opportunity for some of the 
top members of the team to step of out Klein's 
shadow to prove that they're for real. Check 
them out and cheer them on. 
“Last year did not 
go as well as we had 
hoped, but this year 
has looked much 
better. We've 
improved greatly 
from last year. ” 
Lonnie Klein ’98 
Rugby men win during Women's tennis victorious 
Parents’ Weekend 
Players use strength in games and volunteerism 
By STEVE HALLAS 
Staff Writer 
On Saturday, Sept. 27, the men of the 
Bates Rugby Football Club took to the pitch 
to battle the men of University of Maine at 
Farmington. The A side starters for Bates 
included senior captains Kenneth Kolb and 
Paul Evans at inside center and loose head 
prop respectively. The remainder of the start¬ 
ers included seniors Brian Blongastainer 
playing hooker, PJ Rigazio at 2nd row, Dou¬ 
glas Beers at outside center, and Jeremy 
Pickford playing full back. In addition, se¬ 
niors Damian Frye and Enrico Herring were 
subs for the A side team. Rounding out the A 
side team forwards were Chris Hurld at tight 
head prop, Lyle Estell at second row, Jeff 
Mckown and Mike Maguire playing wing for¬ 
ward, and Eric Potter in the eight-man posi¬ 
tion. The starters for the backs were Mark 
Williams playing serum half, Chris Morris at 
fly half, and Chuck Tucker and Ralph 
Livermore at wing. The Bates Ruggers came 
out victorious from their first regular season 
game in front of a large Parent’s Weekend 
crowd with a score of 22-12. 
On Wednesday, Oct.l, and Thursday, 
Oct. 2, the Bates men’s and women’s rugby 
clubs held a rugby clinic, taught by special 
guest George Hook, the technical director for 
USA Rugby. The knowledge and wit of Mr. 
Hook was appreciated by everyone, and all 
involved were taught a great deal about the 
great game of rugby The men took their new 
knowledge into the long anticipated match 
against their long time rival, the Colby Mules. 
Despite an unfamiliar pitch and an unfriendly 
and belligerent crowd, the Bates men played 
with confidence. Starting Captain and key 
player Paul Evans was unable to attend the 
game, so first year Matt Muse started in his 
place, in his first A side game as a Bates 
Rugger. The game was both exciting and 
heartbreaking for the Bates team. Colby 
quickly jumped out into the lead, but Bates 
came back to tie the score at 17-17 in the 2nd 
half. The whole game was wrought with in¬ 
juries and controversial calls by the referee. 
Subs Damian Frye, Enrico Herring and first- 
year Walker Larsen took the field for injured 
Bates players. Many players from both teams 
were taken to the emergency room for treat¬ 
ment. Late in the second half, at the emo¬ 
tional climax of the game, Colby scored a con¬ 
troversial try to win the game, 22-17. 
The following day, the Bates men trav¬ 
elled to Thorncrag Bird Sanctuary to perform 
an afternoon of community service. The team 
put their energy to use moving fallen logs and 
underbrush from the trails. They performed 
work that would have taken the sanctuary 
employees many weeks in only a few hours. 
The Bates men next take the field this 
Saturday at 3 PM to play the ruggers from 
The University of Maine at Orono. All mem¬ 
bers of the Bates community are encouraged 
to attend what will be an exciting game. 
HEAD OF THE CHARLES 
REGATTA/BOSTON BATES CLUB 
Come show your support for the Bates Rowers. 
Look for the Boston Bates Club on Sunday, October 19, 
between the B.U. Bridge and JFK Street on the Cambridge 
side of the river. We will be there after 9 am. 
GO BOBCATS!! 
By MARY ELLEN HENNESSEY 
Staff Writer 
Over the past week, the Bates' women's 
tennis team has succeeded in amazingvicto- 
ries and trudged through one unfortunate 
loss, leaving them with a 5-2 record. With a 
6-3 win over Connecticut College on Oct. 4, 
the team's 2-71oss from last year was finally 
avenged. Number one singles player, Jenn 
Russo '01, led the team with a 1-6,6-2,7-6 vic¬ 
tory. Number two singles player, Suzanne 
Daly '01, followed up with a 7-5,6-3 win. Other 
winners were Janice Michaels '00, ranked 
number three, who defeated Connecticut Col¬ 
lege with a score of 7 5,6- 4,and Natalie Her¬ 
ald '99, number four, with a 6-1,6-1 score. The 
number one doubles team, Russo and Daly, 
and the number two team, Michaels and 
Shearer, both defeated Connecticut with 8-2 
victories. Their second win, over Plymouth 
State College, on Oct. 5 had an incredible 
score of 9-0 without a single loss on the team. 
Some highlights were Russo's 6-0,6-0 victory 
which brought her to a 5-1 season record and 
the doubles teams of Michaels and Shearer, 
8-2 win leaving them undefeated so far. And, 
although their third match was a 0-9 loss 
against Bowdoin, all players are anxiously 
awaiting matches to come. They look forward 
to playing Salve-Regina at home this Sunday 
at 1 PM and competing in the New England 
Championships which will be held at Amherst 
College on Oct. 23-26. 
Athletes of the Week 
Janice Michaels '00 
Michaels, playing at No. 3 singles and No. 2 
doubles for coach John Illig’s women’s ten¬ 
nis team, compiled the best individual 
record in the team’s 2-1 week. After losing 
her singles match in the Bobcats’ 7-2 loss 
to Colby, Michaels bounced back to win five 
in a row, including a 9-7 doubles win over 
the White Mules with partner Lauren 
Shearer ’99. In Bates’ 6-3 win over Con¬ 
necticut College, Michaels won her singles 
match, 7-5, 6 4, and doubles, 8-3. In Bates’ 
9-0 sweep of Plymouth State, Michaels won 
6-0, 6-3, in singles and 8-2 in doubles. 
Michaels leads the team with 11 wins this 
season. 
Nick Brunero '00 
Brunero picked up his first career tourna¬ 
ment victory at the University of Southern 
Maine Invitational on Sunday. His round of 
70 (35-35), shot at Gorham Country Club, 
was the team’s best of the season. He won 
the tournament by three strokes and the 
Bobcats had their best team finish, taking 
second place with a score of 307. Brunero’s 
previous best was a third-place 78 in the 
season’s first meet, the Terrier Invitational, 
hosted by Thomas College in Waterville. 
Brunero has been Bates' top scorer at one 
other tournament, the NESCAC champion¬ 
ships, where he shot a two-day score of 161 
(80-81), good for a tie for 11th place. 
Want to see some stories on club 
sports? Then write one! E-mail 
kmcgowen or call x5133 with 
your beef and ideas. 
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Scoreboard 
Women's Cross Country 
PreNational Meet at Franklin Park, 
Oct. 7,1997 , 
Teams and individuals from all over the 
United State took part in the National Pre¬ 
view Invitational in Franklin Park, the site 
of the NCAA Division III Cross Country 
Championships in November. Some teams 
were ranked in the top 25 nationally oth¬ 
ers were there to prove that they belonged 
on the list. Bates finished fifth in the meet 
which was won by Williams. Bates’ effort 
was led by sophomore Adelia Myrick who 
finshed third in 18:33 and was followed by 
senior Abby Phelps in 20th in 19:16. The 
next three scorers for Bates all set personal 
records. Senior co-captain Kim Walker was 
39th in 19:40, first-year runner Kristine 
Oelberger was 59th in 20:04, and Jessica 
Young was 65th in 20:12. 
Team scores (17 total) 
1. Williams, 64; 2. Moravian (PA),103; 3. 
Brandeis, 133; 4. U Cal San Diego,148; 5. 
Bates,186; 6. USM,187; 7. Rhodes (TN),188; 
8. Ithaca (NY), 219; 9. SUNY Platts, 222; 10. 
Colby, 229. 
Individual Performances 
1. Tara Wartman, Moravian,18:16; 2. Farrell 
Burns, Colby, 18:30 3. Adelia Myrick, 
BATES,18:33; 4. Eleanore Anderson, 
USM, 18:35; 5. Courtney Benningson, Will¬ 
iams, 18:38. 
Field Hockey 
Bates at Williams, Oct. 4,1997 
The Bobcats (4-3) played well against the 
Ephs but were unable to get on the board, 
falling 2-0. Williams first goal came off a 
penalty corner in the first half. The second 
was scored on a three-on-one breakaway. 
The Bobcats had several chances in close 
but could not convert. First-year goalie 
Peggy Ficks had 18 saves in the loss. 
Williams 2, Bates 0 
Bates (4-3). 0 0 0 
Williams (6-2). 1 1 2 
Scoring Summary 
Williams: Erin Burnett (Lauren Giola as¬ 
sist) 
Williams: Burnett (unassisted) 
Saves: 
Williams: Julianne Austin, 6 
Bates: Peggy Ficks, 18 
UMaine Farmington at Bates, Oct. 8, 
1997 - Junior Amanda Schall scored her 
first goal of the season and her second ca¬ 
reer overtime goal to lead the Bates Col¬ 
lege Bobcats (5-3) to their fourth win in five 
games by defeating the University of Maine- 
Farmington Beavers (5-5), 2-1. Schall's goal 
came justover four minutes into the extra 
frame. Earlier in the OT, first-year goal¬ 
keeper Peggy Ficks averted a Bates loss by 
coming far out of the cage to break up a 
Beaver two-on-one break. Schall scored on 
the ensuing trip down the field. The Bob¬ 
cats got on the board first when first-year 
forward Carlin Aloe scored her team-lead¬ 
ing fifth goal of the season, redirecting a 
shot from classmate Sarah McGrath with 
20 minutes remaining in the first half. UMF 
answered on a converted a rebound off a 
penalty corner at the 12:17 mark. 
MAINE FARMINGTON (5-5) 1 0 
0. 1 
BATES (5-3) . 1 0 
1  2 
Scoring Summary. 
Bates: Carlin Aloe (Sarah McGrath assist) 
UMF: Stacey Pinkham 
Bates: Amanda Schall 
Saves 
Peggy Ficks (Bates)4 
Erin Sylvia (UMF)3 
Football 
Bates at Williams, Oct. 4 
Despite a 100-yard rushing performance 
from senior tailback P. J. McGrail and get¬ 
ting on the scoreboard first for the first time 
all season, the Bobcats (0-3) lost to the Wil¬ 
liams College Ephs (3-0), 36-16. Bates had 
am impressive opening drive, from their 
own 15 to the Williams 7, though they had 
to settle for a Rejean Guerriero field goal. 
The Ephs converted three Bobcat turnovers 
and a faked punt in the the first half to score 
29 unanswered points and go to halftime 
up 29-3. They also coverted the Bobcats’ 
first turnover of the second half to take a 
36-3 lead with 7:37 left in the third quarter. 
The Bobcats bounced back behind back-up 
quarterback, sophomore Matt Bazirgan 
who organized a touchdown drive of 13 
plays for 68 yards and 7 minutes of clock 
time. McGrail rushed for 48 yards in the 
drive, including a 5-yard TD scamper. The 
Bobcats got their first interception of the 
season in the fourth quarter from first-year 
defensive back Kevin Jackson and scored 
one minute later on a nine-yard run from 
junior tailback Shawn Nee. The 16 points 
scored matched the team's highest total 
ever against Williams, set in 1989. McGrail 
finished with 118 yards on 26 carries, while 
quarterbacks Bazirgan and Chris Snow 
combined were 14-28 for 172 yards. A pair 
of sophomores led the defense in tackles; 
defensive back Paul Calner with 13 and 
linebacker Frost Hubbard with 12. 
Williams 36, Bates 16 
Bates (0-3). 3 0 7 6 16 
Williams (3-0). 7 22 7 0 36 
Bates: Rejean Guerriero, 25 yard field goal; 
Williams: Paul Bethe, 4 yard pass from Pe¬ 
ter Supino (Sam Landis kick); Williams: 
Matt Sigrist, 13 yard pass from Sean 
Keenan (Landis kick); Williams: Sigrist, 45 
yard pass from Supino (Graham McPhail 
run); Williams: Jake Rosenburyl yard run 
(Landis kick); Williams: Supino 2 run 
(Landis kick); Bates: P.J. McGrail, 5 yard 
run (Guerriero kick); Bates: Shawn Nee, 9 
yard run (kick failed) 
Golf 
Southern Maine Invitational at 
Gorham G.C., Oct. 5 
Sophomore Nick Brunero had his first ca¬ 
reer win, shooting a one-under-par 70 to 
take medalist honors at the Southern Maine 
Invitational at Gorham Country Club. The 
Bobcats had their best team finish of the 
season as well, shooting a 307 and finish¬ 
ing one stroke behind Thomas College for 
the team title. Senior captain Tim Sargent 
tied for fifth place. 
Team Scores 
1. Thomas 306; 2. Bates 307; 3. Univ. of New 
England 320; 4. Colby 325; 5. UMass- 
Dartmouth 328; 6. Bowdoin 333; 7. Husson 
334; 8. Maine Maritime 336; 9. Southern 
Maine 337; 10. St. Joseph's 344. 
Individual Scores 
1. Nick Brunero, Bates 70; 2. Ben Goodall, 
USM 73; T3. Corey Poulin, Thomas 75; T3. 
Cliff Rubin, UNE 75; T5. Daren Goeke, Tho¬ 
mas 76; T5. David Luce, St. Joe's 76; T5. Tim 
Sargent, Bates 76. 
Men's Soccer 
Bates at Williams, Oct. 4 
The Bobcats (4-2), ranked fifth in New En¬ 
gland, saw their three-game winning streak 
come to a halt at the hands of the fourth- 
ranked Williams College (5-1) Ephs, 2-1. Nei¬ 
ther team scored in a well-played first half, 
which featured outstanding goalkeeping by 
junior Brian Anton, who stopped a pair of 
point blank shots. In the second half, Will¬ 
iams scored a pair of goals off corner kicks, 
one off a rebound, the other from the top of 
the 18. Junior co-captain Chad LaFauci put 
the Bobcats on the board with 9:30 to go in 
the game, but they were unable to score the 
equalizer. Anton had 10 saves in the losing 
effort. 
Williams 2, Bates 1 
Bates (4-2). 0 1 1 
Williams (5-1). 0 2 2 
Scoring 
Williams: Chris Smith (Jason Horowitz as¬ 
sist); Williams: Dan Pozen 
(Brian Greenfield assist); Bates: Chad 
LaFauci (unassisted). 
Goalie Saves 
Williams: Spicer, 5; Bates: Brian Anton, 10. 
Women's Soccer 
Bates at Williams, Oct. 4 
The Bobcats (4-4) fell victim to bad luck in 
Williamstown, knocking two shots off the 
post and another the crossbar, but the host 
Ephs (5-1-1) were the only ones to score, 
taking the 1-0 decision and avenging their 
only loss from the year before. Junior goal¬ 
keeper Susie Arnold made seven saves, 
many of them difficult, in the losing effort. 
Williams 1, Bates 0 
Bates (4-4-0). 0 0 0 
Williams (5-1-1). 1 0 1 
Scoring 
Williams: Mindy Thompson (Meghan Cleary 
assist) 
Saves 
Williams: Laura Brenneman, 6; Bates: 
Susie Arnold-7. 
Women's Tennis 
Connecticut College at Bates, Oct. 4, 
1997 
SINGLES: 
Jenn Russo (B) def. Meghan Moore, 1-6, 6- 
2, 7-6 
Suzanne Daly (B) def. Sharyn Miskovitz, 7- 
5.6- 3 
Janice Michaels (B) def. Irene Lord, 7-5,6- 
4 
Katie Carpenter def. Emily Carleton (B), 6- 
1.6- 4 
Natalie Herald (B) def. Rachel Goodman, 
6-1, 6-1 
Emily Bartos def. Kara Rooney (B), 7-5, 6- 
4 
DOUBLES: 
Russo + Daly (B) def. Moore and Mizkovitz, 
8-2 
Michaels + L. Shearer (B) def. Carpenter/ 
Goodman, 8-3 
Lord + J. Janerich def. Herald/Emily 
Kleinman (B), 9-8 
Plymouth State at Bates, Oct. 5,1997 
SINGLES: 
Jenn Russo (B) def.Kate Loeber, 6-0, 6-0 
Suzanne Daly (B) def.Lauren Kruse, 6-2,6- 
0 
Janice Michaels (B) def.Sarah 
Schutzendorf, 6-0,6-3 
Emily Carleton (B) def.Jen Lemine, 6-1,6- 
1 
Natalie Herald (B) def.Kris Roberge, 6-0, 
6-0 
Emily Kleinman (B) def.KizaTallarita, 6-1, 
6-1 
DOUBLES 
1. Russo/Daly (B) def. Lober/Schutzendorf, 
8-2 
2. Michaels/Laura Shearer (B) def. Lemine/ 
Roberge, 8-2 
3. Herald/K!einman (B) def. Kruse/Paris, 8- 
0 
Women's Volleyball 
Bates Invitational, Oct. 3-4,1997 
The Bobcats dropped their first match of 
the Bates Invitational to Williams, 6-15,2- 
15.15- 12,15-8, but came back to win their 
next three matches on Saturday to emerge 
victorious from the Silver Bracket, made up 
of the third-place teams from Pool play. 
They defeated Plymouth State in four 
games to earn a spot in the Silver Bracket, 
then swept two matches from CBB rivals 
Bowdoin and Colby to finish 3-1 and raise 
their record to 9-10 on the season. 
Friday night 
Williams def. Bates, 15-6,15-2,12-15,15-8 
Saturday 
Bates def. Plymouth State, 13-15,15-7,15- 
10.15- 13 
Bates def. Bowdoin, 15-7,15-9,15-6 
Bates def. Colby, 15-13,15-11,15-3 
HEY! We need an Assistant Online Editor. Call 
Rob @ x7432 or e-mail him @ rpelkey. 
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For More Information, And To Receive An Application, Contact: 
(800) 367-4776, (202) 994-6000 http://www.gwu.edu/*gspm 
Now Accepting Applications On A Rolling Admissions Basis. 
Apply NOW1 Spring Session Deadline: October 31, 1997 
WRBC is an edu¬ 













20 Q on the Q » The Bates Student • October 10,1997 
Question on the Quad 
If you could put one comment on the napkin board of life, 
what would it be? 
“Where are the directions?” 
Rhea Chase ’01 
“More unsolicited sex, please.” 
Evette Rios ’98 
“Why don’t more people 
wear pleather?” 
Mark Lear ’98 
“Why do men have nipples?” 
Keith Gauger ’99 
Reported by Glen Philley • Photos by Elizabeth Purinton 
The Bates Student seeks more candidates for 
assistant online editor. 
Earn $25 a week helping to put out the Student's 
online edition. You must know HTML; we'll train 
you on the rest. 
E-mail rpelkey or call x7432 for more into. 
Eat real bagels_rollerblade in Central Park... tour Black Rock_ 
see the lions... study Shakespeare... watch Shakespeare... do 
Shakespeare... join the crowds... feel the beat... smell the roses... 
smell the subway... rise and shine... never sleep... hit the clubs_ 
catch a show... see a game... experience the art... embrace the 
music... get to class... learn something... see everything... 
ccme back changed. 
Columbia 
The Visiting Students Program is a special opportunity which enables students at other colleges and 
universities to enroll at Columbia for one semester or a year. Applying is easy. For information, 
call (212) 854-1581 or get in touch with us by e-mail at visit-cc@Columbia.edu. 
Tuesday Nights Come in for 
“All you can eat” Pizza 
and view a 





550 Center St. 
Auburn Mall 
783-7960 
2 Large Cheese Pizzas 
for $10.99 
When you bring your 













181 Center St. Auburn 
777-1000 
Free bag of Popcorn 
with a Movie Rental 
When you bring your I 
Papa Gino s All You 
Can Eat Recipt 
Have a great break! 
The Student returns on Halloween. 
